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Abstract

This report is a working paper on the herring reduction processing industry. The
introduction presents a summary of the evolution of the west coast herring
reduction industry from its introduction in the 1870s until its application to the
Gulf of Georgia cannery/reduction plant in 1939-40. The main part of the report
deals with specific reduction technology and its evolution at the Gulf of Georgia.
Also included is a plan of the reduction process showing the product flow, as well
as appendices relating to production statistics, labour and equipment. At present
it seems unlikely that any other major primary document sources will be located
on the Gulf's 1940-1979 reduction plant, so the enclosed informatio probably
represents all that will be found on it.
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Preface

Industry is dynamic; its monuments need to be studied with their use constantly
in mind. The physical remains can be properly understood only by asking "how"
and "why" as often as "what". When applied to these physical remains the term
"early" must be understood as a relative one as the reduction process is a recent
innovation.1 1940 is "early" for Gulf of Georgia reduction equipment.

1

Part I

British Columbia's Herring Reduction Industry, 1870-1940.

A reduction fishery is the industrial process involving the breaking down of fish
and fish offal (material left as waste or by-products from the preparation or
manufacture of fish products in the canning, filleting, gutting, etc. processes)
into oil and meal. This process was first introduced to the west coast
commercial fishing industry in the late 1870s. There were earlier forms of
reduction such as the traditional native oolachon fishery, the dogfish oil industry,
and the whale hunt, but these processes essentially produced oil only rather than
oil and meal.
The first example of herring reduction for oil and meal dates from 1878. A
firm on Burrard Inlet (Vancouver Harbour) commenced a herring fishery to
extract oil and preserve the offal for manure.l This company was known as
Spratt's Ark because the reduction plant was located on a barge owned by Joseph
Spratt. 2 It produced oil and dried scrap until 1886 when the plant was destroyed
by fire. 3 The"ark" was equipped with a steam boiler which supplied steam to
four vats in which the herring were steamed and afterwards pressed by means of
powerful screws attached to the vats. The oil flowed out of perforations in the
bottom. 4 As with modern reduction plants two key pieces of equipment, cookers
and presses, were present in this earliest plant.
Even without the fire, this early venture would have failed because it was
probably not economically feasible. Although Spratt was able to export his
product to Britain, no other firm attempted to engage in the herring oil business
in the 1880s. The ·reason for this was put succinctly by the manager of the oil
factory in testimony presented to the 1892 British Columbia Fisheries
Commission: "we lost $40,000 in two years. It was due to the entire inability to
dry the scrap ••• we ran in winter and it rained. 11 5 Pre-1900 reductions plants'
technology did not include a third, important piece of equipment, mechanical
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driers. These were an innovation which contributed greatly to the success of
"modern" reduction plants in damp climates such as British Columbia's.
The inability to reduce the whole herring economically {oil was economical
but meal and guano were not) and without waste resulted in the federal fisheries
inspector for British Columbia urging the 1892 Salmon Fisheries Commission
that:
the manufacture of oil as an article of commerce from herring, be
disallowed in British Columbia because herring is a food fish, the
principal bait for other fisheries and that herring are being destroyed
in immense quantities for oil which is a useless waste as dogfish,
which are very destructive to other fish species, could supply such
oil.6
In its final report, the Commission took on a slightly different approach to
dogfish, unanimously recommending that:
The system now prevailing along the coast of killing vast
numbers of dogfish especially for the use of the livers of said
fish for oil purposes only, should be discontinued unless the
bodies of these fish are utilized in the same manner. 7
In 1894 the catching of fish for use as manure was prohibited. 8 This,
. however, was by no means a set and fast prohibition due to inclusion of the
wording "except under authority of a special permit or license granted by the
minister for the taking and utilization of certain fishes specified in such permit
or license" in the Fisheries Act. In theory these special permits were and are
exceptions to the rule, but as so often happens, in practice the exception can
become the rule. This accounts for confusion between fisheries regulations and
actual fishing practices.
During the first decade of the twentieth century the federal Department of
Fisheries attempted to encourage the establishment of reduction plants for oil
and guano production from dogfish, offal, and herring under special permits or
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licenses by providing guarantees 9 against losses, but all such ventures were
economically unfeasible, and so failed.10 In 1910 the reduction of herring into
oil and guano was prohibited, but again this could be overcome by means of
special permits or licenses.11 This 1910 herring regulation was implemented due
in large part to a recommendation of the 1905-06 British Columbia Salmon
Fisheries Commission which concluded that during the 1905 herring season
Vancouver seine fishing interests in the Nanaimo herring fishery "seriously
injured the fishing grounds in a most wasteful and destructive manner, using the
fish for the manufacture of manure, of guano and oil 11.12 This (partial)
prohibition continued in force until 1925 when permission was granted to reduce
herring for oil and meal in certain areas of the province, specifically the Prince
Rupert and Vancouver districts.13 Prohibition continued in force on the east
coast of Vancouver Island, specifically the Nanaimo area, where a thriving
herring food (dry salt) and bait fishery operated. However the law was relaxed
intermittently on the island's west coast. This was particularly so when there
was an insufficient run of pilchards, which were the mainstay of the reduction
industry between 1925 and the early 1940s, in order to give reduction plants a
normal or profitable year's business.14
After 1925 and the introduction of the "modern" reduction process based on
pilchard stocks, fish meal was not used as fertilizer but was used altogether as a
supplementary food for feeding domestic animals such as cattle, hogs, and
poultry.15 The oil was used in various industries, especially those manufacturing
soaps, paints, and linoleum products. By the early 1930s (and continuing today)
an increasing amount of oil was being used to feed poultry and other livestock
for which it is most valuable due to its vitamin content.16
It is not feasible within the scope of this report to deal fully with the
British Columbia pilchard reduction industry which was located only on the west
coast of Vancouver Island and in which pilchard was processed in the same
manner as herring. It is worth noting, however, that much of the expertise and
machinery for herring reduction and canning at the Gulf of Georgia plant came
directly from the Vancouver Island pilchard industry and that of the western
United States. Some of the herring machinery at the Gulf of Georgia plant was
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brought directly from Vancouver Island plants after their closure in the mid1940s when the commercial pilchard stocks disappeared.17 In addition, Gulf of
Georgia's seine crew constructed and repaired pilchard seine nets18 for Canadian
Fishing Company's pilchard plants such as Nootka, Esperanza, and Port -Albion
during the 1930s and early 1940s. The best account of the pilchard fishery's
fishing and processing technology is John Lawson Hart's The Pilchard Fishery of
British Columbia.19
The first description of an "early" reduction plant-one employing
mechanical driers-can be found in the 1905-07 British Columbia Fisheries
Commission:
The American Process Company's method has been generally
adopted on the Atlantic coast, and while many by-products of value
are lost, it is rapid, economical and in many ways satisfactory in its
results. It is simple and the cost of operating is low. It is a
continuous process and the material passes from the hopper to the
dryer without interruption. In the drier it becomes 'fish scrap' ready
for treatment as guano.
The fish is placed in the hopper in a crushed or broken fresh
state whence it enters the rotary feed and is pressed into the
digester, where moving jets of steam act upon it as it slowly moves
towards the discharge, being cut up and thoroughly digested as a
mixture of liquids and solids. The cooker is of the direct steam type,
the material being moved along by a screw conveyor inside a steel
cylinder, and is cut up, agitated, and carried forward. The material
makes its exit by a special device which prevents the escape of
steam. The feed, digester proper and discharge are driven by
sprockets and chain-belting moving at a low, safe speed. After being
cooked and digested and so thoroughly penetrated by the steam that
the oils and fats can be removed by drainage more effectively than
by any other system, the material passes to the press. The press
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consists of a horizontal tapered screw working in a hollow shaft. The
decrease in size of the screw and its curbs causes pressure and the
material is compelled to progress towards the small end of the press.
Drainage of oil and water is both internal and external, the spaces
between the slats of the curb allowing most drainage, supplemented
by drainage holes in the shaft. At the end of each shaft is a special
packed box, with a moveable diaphragm and perforations in the shaft
allowing of increase or decrease of steam in a part or in all of the
press. The drier is a steel cylinder provided inside with longitudinal
shelves. It is on a gentle slope and rotates by chain belting, while the
pressed material. and the furnace gases enter the cylindrical shell at
the higher end. The wet material on the bottom of the drier is lifted
to the highest point by the rotation and is showered through the hot
furnace gases. This is repeated all the way down until the scrap is
thoroughly dried and is discharged in thick snake-like masses at the
lower end. The heat is generated in a furnace, and the whole process
is practically closed up and continuous and there is no loss of
ammonia. An average size of apparatus handles about thirty tons per
day.20
Reduction plants of the 1925-1939 pilchard era processed the product as
follows:21 The fishes (pilchard or herring) first passed through a continuous
steam cooker then to a continuous press where the oil and water were separated
from the moist cooked bone and muscle. The liquid portion, called press liquor,
was pumped into a series of settling or breaking tanks, often steam heated from
pipes in the bottom, in which the oil and water separated. The oil so separated
flowed into other tanks where foreign material was allowed to settle from said
oil for a few hours. Then the clear fluid was pumped into large storage tanks.
The water with the suspended and dissolved material in it (the stickwater) was
dumped into the sea as waste. The solid portion from the press (the press cake)
was carried by a screw conveyor to the drier. The drier was a large horizontal
revolving drum with longitudinal or spiral blades on the inside. The solids passed
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through this drum, being repeatedly raised by the blades and dropped through the
heat of the flame from an oil burner (direct drier) or against a hot metal drum
through which heat passed (indirect drier).

The dried solids were finally ground

and sacked as fish meal. For a more detailed description of reduction during this
period see Appendix 4.
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Part II
Reduction at Gulf of Georgia, 1939-1979

Reduction technology was first introduced to the Gulf of Georgia in 1939-40.l It
was, however, merely a by-product operation of the herring cannery until closure
of the herring line in 1948.2 After 1948 the by-product reduction operation was
expanded into a full scale reduction plant and became the Gulf's sole processing
technology. This switch in processing technology was a response to the collapse
of the canned herring market and the extermination of pilchard, the traditional
reduction stock. The demand for British Columbia canned herring was created
only by the need for cheap, high protein food during World War II and the
immediate post-war years (1946, 1947, 1948) when large quantities were
produced for the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Association.3 Prior to
the total failure of pilchard in 1948 the reduction sector of the British Columbia
fishery rested solely on this species, stocks of which were located on the west
coast of Vancouver Island. 4 Before 1-946 the federal fisheries law which
demanded that no less than twenty cases of 48 one-pound cans be produced for
each ton of herring made production of herring by reduction economically
unfeasible except as a by-product operation.5
Little primary information has come to light concerning the early 1939-48
by-product reduction operation at Gulf of Georgia. It comprised two basic
production units: a reduction plant located in the south-east corner of the main
cannery building and an oil refinery in the feeding oil plant building. In 1940 the
original south-east corner of the main cannery building's roof was raised and
extended to cover a six foot eastward expansion of the original south-east wall in
order to accommodate the reduction machinery. This expansion has created
some considerable confusion because of the reuse of the original construction
material and the relocation of the original easternmost posts to a position inside
(or west) of their original location. This has resulted in the eastern postline
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having a staggered configuration in the south-east corner of the present
building.6
This early reduction plant's equipment consisted of a ten ton steam cooker
which fed two five ton presses, a direct (revolving) drier, a shaker screen, an
SVK DeLaval centrifuge (no. 2458085), five settling tanks, a recovery press, a
meal grinder, a meal sack sewing machine (no. 363314), and, in all probability, a
weighing machine. 7 All that is known about the labor force of this reduction
plant is that it consisted of seven whites and two Indians. 8
The feeding oil plant was built in 1940 and consisted basically9 of six filter
tanks (1200 gallon capacitylO) located in pairs in each coldroom of the building,
two filter presses (no. 15475 and no. 15476) which were expected to process at
least 12,000 gallons per month,11 and a refrigeration unit (2 cycle vertical York
compressor). This oil plant processed both oil from the reduction plant and oil
drained out of the retort after the first cooking in the herring canning process.
This oil plant was a feeding oil plant, so called because it produced feeding
oil (under the C.F .c. Gold Seal label) containing a guaranteed potency of Vitamin
A and Vitamin D for cattle and poultry feed. The oil was cold cleared by first
cooling it to about 40 degrees Fahrenheit (4.4 degrees Celsius) and then passing
it through the filter presses. This process removed the "stearin" or solid oil to
produce a freer flowing oil at the lower temperature.
To satisfy the original oil storage demands of the reduction and feeding oil
plants, four external storage tanks were installed on the oil tank wharf next to
the feeding oil plant building in 194012 Between 1940 and 1948 there appear to
have been no additions to the reduction or feeding oil plant except for external
storage facilities. In 1941 the oil drum storage shed was built with three
exterior horizontal oil tanks in a wooden cradle at its eastern end.13 In that
year the meal warehouse was also constructed and four more tanks were added
to the oil tank wharf. Between 1941 and 1948 the only addition to the plant was
an extension to the oil tank wharf and one storage tank in 1943,14
In early 1948, with the closure of the herring cannery, a major expansion of
the reduction plant and machinery began. Little is known about this expansion as
much of the evidence from appraisal records could apply either to the 1948
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expansion or to the 1956 expansion.15
A dryer building 83 feet long and 40 feet wide was constructed to house
two meal driers, one direct and one indirect.16 The direct drier was moved from
the original reduction area and the indirect Peebles drier was a new
installation.17 The removal of the direct drier from the cooker and press room
area provided floor space for the addition of another cooker and press (ten ton)
in addition to the original cooker and two five ton presses. The ten settling
tanks remained in their original location. The meal capacity of the reduction
plant for the 1949-1954.period was as follows:18
, Avg. Sacks/ Calculate
Days of
Avg. Sacks/Hr. (Continuous) days hour (24 hr. tons herperiod)
ring/hour
Production for the season of Production
1948-49
1950-51
1951-52
1953-54

56
67
67
69

41.5
63.7
66.1
74.7

15
18
29
17

45.9
67.2
71.3
83.0

13.5
19.7
21.0
24.4

There were no changes to the reduction plant structure or machinery
between 1948 and 1956 except for unloading techniques. The clumsy marine leg
bucket elevator system of unloading herring from the boats which was installed
in 1940 was replaced in 1951 with a Yeoman's stationary system. An eight inch
rubber hose was lowered into a vessel's fish hold, a little water was added, and
immediately a supply of clean, scaled herring started into the plant for
reduction. The new pump could unload at maximum capacity 180 tons an hour as
opposed to 45 to 75 tons an hour with the old marine leg. On average, however,
the new pump's capacity was closer to 100 tons an hour. It was claimed that this
system cut unloading time by at least 40% and man hours by 50%. Gulf of
Georgia was the first B.C. plant to install such a system.19
. The 1956 plant expansion did not merely increase product capacity by
duplicating existing reduction technology such as the addition of a direct drier
and cooker press unit, but also encompassed the introduction of a new reduction
technology, specifically a double effect evaporator, also known as the stickwater
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system or soluable plant.20 This plant permitted the further processing of the
previously waste stickwater with a better meal recovery rate. Under the old
system, 350 lbs. of meal was recovered per ton of herring; with the introduction
of the evaporator system this was increased to 420 lbs. of meal per ton of
herring. The new system evaporated up to 25% of the solubles out of the
stickwater, as opposed to 8% total solids in the stickwater under the previous
system; as the 8% had not been considered worth the expense it would take to
recover it (because of the 92% water content), the stickwater was dumped into
the river as waste.21 The basic advantages of this process were that it
eliminated the stickwater disposal problem of the pre-1956 plant and more than
justified itself economically due to the increased meal production.22
The evaporator system required 8,000 lbs. of steam per hour to run and
thus necessitated the installation of a Patterson boiler. The height of the new
evaporator plant also required raising part of the east roof in the original
cannery building and reconstruction of the boiler room. At this time a separator
room was constructed next to the evaporator system in the main plant-the
separators were previously located in the fresh fish shed. These additions to the
plant were made in 1956 and were operational by October that year.22
By the 1956-57 reduction season Gulf of Georgia could process only 500
tons per day as compared to 600 tons previously. This decrease in maximum
intake of green tonnage (input of fish) was due to the fact that the soluables
plant reduced the plant's input productivity-there was a lack of drier capacity
to process the additional meal produced by the soluble unit. The installation of
the soluble plant increased meal recovery by 20-25%, but decreased the raw
tonnage intake. Thus, despite the fact that the plant used less raw tonnage per
day, its total meal output increased by 20-25%.
Virtually all of the plant's increased production was directly due to the
soluble plant's first and second effect system which increased the capacity of the
separators by removing 50% of the water before the press liquor entered the
separators. Unlike the previous system (pre-1956) where the press liquor went
directly into the separators, the new process fed the press liquor into the
evaporator (called the first effect) where 50% of the water was removed, then to
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the separator, and then the stickwater (press liquor with the oil removed) was
fed back into the evaporator for the second effect which produced 20%
soluables. These soluables were incorporated with the presscake to produce the
additional meal.
The increased production of meal made necessary the
construction of the Seoul (steel) meal storage warehouse which is today (1984)
being used as seine storage.24 Because meal is unstable, especially when moist,
it is stored in buildings made of non-combustible material such as steel or
cement block.
With the completion of the 1956 expansion, the plant's major equipment
was as follows: 14 interior fish bins, 10 settling tanks, 5 presses, 3 cookers, 3
dryers, 3 centrifuges, a meal fluffer, 2 meal grinders and an evaporator unit.25
No further changes occured to the plant until 1963-64 when the last major
additions increased the capacity from 500 to 700 tons per day. Unlike the 1956
expansion, this development was not due to any major technological change
(although an odor control scrubbing tower was added in 1965)26 but rather to an
increase in the number of machines and consequently the capacity of the plant.
A 40' x 50' grinding and sacking room was added onto the 1948 meal drier room
as was the present electrical room.27 An additional drier was placed in the drier
room28 which cleared a bottleneck in the plant created by the soluble plant (see
above), and another boiler (Cleaver Brooks No. CB600) necessitated boiler room
reconstruction.29 At this time new breaking tanks were installed behind and
above the separator room because some of the space occupied by the earlier
tanks30 was needed to permit the installation of a ten ton cooker and press
brought over from the Nootka reduction plant on Vancouver Island.
In the fall of 1967 Gulf of Georgia's reduction plant ceased production
because the herring fishery for reduction purposes was closed indefinitely due to
federal Fisheries concern about herring stock depletion. This closure remained
in effect into the 1980s, but the Gulf's reduction plant was reopened in 1972 to
process the by-products of the herring roe fishery. This roe fishery was
established in 1971 in response to partial recovery of the herring stocks and,
more importantly, the Japanese demand for British Columbia herring roe.
Initially this reactivation of the Gulf's reduction plant involved only the
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stickwater plant to process the stickwater from the Phoenix plant, another
company operation in Steveston.31 In 1973, however, all of the Gulf's reduction
machinery was in use to process the byproducts of the food and roe herring
fisheries and non-herring offal from other Canadian Fishing Company plants.
Except for pollution control units and changing the fuel system from oil to
gas, no machinery additions or structural changes occurred at the Gulf between
its reactivation in 1973 and its final closure in 1979.32 A cement floor drainage
system, connected to the municipal sewer, was poured in the reduction area of
the plant in 1973 and a truck door was built in the southwest corner of the
cannery to facilitate offal deliveries to the feed area of the reduction plant.33
Because the Gulf operated solely as a by-product plant which processed only
offal and not herring in the round (uncleaned or unprocessed) between 1973 and
1978-79, the front dock fish unloading system, herring pump, etc. were removed
by August 1973 and the raw product, offal, was delivered by truck from other
plants.34
There were two types of pollution control units: effluent water control and
odor control for the driers' exhaust air. The former was installed in 1974. A
holding tank, located in the abandoned external herring bin on the front dock,
collected all effluent water from the evaporator, driers, cookers, herring storage
bins, floors, etc. 35 It was fed with a pump and pipe system. When the effluent
had settled, the water was discharged into the deep water of the Fraser River.36
The odor control was essentially two different units installed between 1972
and 1974 and in 1977, both of which performed the function of deodorizing the
exhaust air from the meal driers. The 1972-74 unit was located outside the
plant on a cement pad at the northeast side of the drier building extension. This
unit originally (1972-73) consisted of a Peabody incinerator which burned off all
the exhaust air from the driers.37 In 1973-74 an afterburner unit from Phoenix
plant was transferred to the Gulf and connected to the Peabody burner with a
joint manifold. 38 Apparently this Peabody burner unit was not as successful as
planned, necessitating the addition of the Phoenix afterburner to the deodorizer
unit.
In 1977, as a result of demands from the Greater Vancouver Regional
District for better pollution control of the Gulf's odor, and of increasing
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energy costs due to the amount of bunker fuel needed to burn off the odor in the
1972-74 afterburner system, the plant was converted to natural gas39 and a new
"Tee" afterburner system was installed inside the plant. 40 This new system was
integrated into the most southerly drier which was not operated after the plant's
reopening in 1973 •. This 1977 deodorizing system was not only a more efficient
deodorizer but also saved on energy costs by burning off the odorous gases more
efficiently and directing part of the driers' exhaust air back into the driers'
burners which resulted in lean fuel consumption from the driers' burners
themselves. It was estimated that with the new "Tee" afterburner system a 40%
saving in incinerator fuel costs was realized and with the return air system to
the driers' burners there was an additional saving of $23, 750 per season on fuel
for the driers. 41
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Conclusion

With its closure in 1979 the Gulf of Georgia reduction plant's history had gone
full circle, from a by-product plant for the herring cannery (1940-48) to a fully
fledged reduction plant processing whole herring {1948-67) and back to a byproduct operation for roe and food herring operations conducted at other
company plants (1972-79).

By 1967, the herring resource which biologists had

called inexhaustible had been depleted the way the pilchards had been two
decades earlier. Some blame the industry for overfishing while others point to
Department of Fisheries mismanagement.
It is most likely that poor
management by the official regulatory body allowed pitlamping (using a light to
attract fish at night) and overfishing which exhausted the stocks. The result of
this depletion is that there will never again be herring reduction plants the size
of Gulf of Georgia's operations.

Fishermen and reduction plant workers who

were considered essential producers of protein for Canadian and overseas market
in the 1940s, were unemployed or underemployed and blamed for the destruction
of the herring resource by the 1980s. Unfortunately this situation is not confined
to the West Coast but applies also to those involved in the Atlantic and North
Sea herring fisheries. The Gulf of Georgia herring reduction plant was in
operation less than thirty years, and stands in mute testimony to the vitality of
this industry dim, during its brief heydey.
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Appendix I

Gulf of Georgia Herring Statistics
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Year
1940/412
1942
19433
19444
19455
1945/466
19467
1946/478
19479
1947/4810
1948/4911
194912

Canned
48 lb. cases
73,083
218,092
115,875

Reduction
Oil (lb. or gal.)
3,490 gal.

Meal (tons)
7,568

White

Plant Workforce
Ind. Chin. Orientall

49
(Japanese deported)
277
96
14
222
19 102

246

103, 398 gal.
652
124, 355 gal.
296,263 lbs.
199,579
1,527,600 lbs.
2411
887.4
181
311
124, 355 gal.
676
7
2
(only offal reduction)
(Only year after 1930 that salJDJn canned. Half
106
15
41
pound canning line produced 17,888 cases of sockeye).
177,240
5 ,203. 72 gal.
333.66
31
67
148,226
1,071,877 lbs.
450
(Last season herring canned).
150,510
189, 266 gal.
1,661
(Also 392 tons In!al and 71,094
gal. oil fran non-herring offal).
237 ,037 gal.
2,853
(Pilchard stocks disappeared
Failure began 1946-47).
3,957,653 lbs.
3,666
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Reduction:
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67

Green Tons

16,007
22,222
20,037
23,726
no operation - Strike
17,217
19,953
21,889
15,172
4,159 (Nine nnnth herring fishermen's strike)
23,089
28,151
17,775
25,591
25,768
34,332
19,753
22,648
13,402
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Appendix 2

Gulf of Georgia's Labour Force
for the Reduction Process
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Unfortunately few records have been located on the Gulf's reduction force.
Since 1945 wage rates and working conditions have been standardized by the
United Fishermen and Allied Workers' Union's Reduction Workers Agreement.I
Rates for the different classifications as of May 15, 1945, were as follows:2

Shift boss and pressman

per rn:mth
$194.00

per hour
$.85

Pressman

169.00

Oi lmarf and Separator rmn

169.00

Dryer Fireman and Oiler

164.00

Filter pressman

164.00

Dryer fireman

154.00

Boiler fireman
Boiler fireman (hand fired)

154.00
169.00

Tally rmn
Marine leg rmn

154.00
154.00

.74
.74
.72
.72
.67
.67
.74
.67
.67

Oiler

144.00

.62

Fish pusher

154.00

.67

Sack sewer
Meal rmn
Trucker

144.00
144.00

.62

Casual labour

144.00

.62
.62
.62 + .05

Crews which unloaded the catch were paid on a piece basis, 26¢ per ton of fresh
(green) herring.
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In December 1946 the Gulf's reduction crew consisted of 18 men who
operated a single shift:

Anderson, R.
Blum, R.
Eldred, C.L.
Foster, G.J.

Earnings
91.40
46.57
86.88
82.70

Hiebert, A.
McConnell, G.
McConnell, N.
McDonald, s.
McGee, A.L.
Codmire, J.
Goodall, E.A.

88.68
94.98
92.85
82.20
109.21
90.14
166.19

McGee, H.
Ralston, G.H.
Russell, F.
Sabo, J.
Winklamn, P.
Fanslau, E.
Bordeleau, L.

91.91
100.50
76.69
100. 90
30.52
94.13
119 .17

Rate
$154.00
67¢ an hour
150.00
150.00
154.00
150.00
159.00
169.00
150.00
169.00
154.00
204.00
154.00
150.00
169.00
154.00
169.00
154.00
159.00
204.00

Fish Puller
sacker

sacker
dryer f oramn
pressman
mealman
oil and separator
fish puller
shop boss

pressman
firamn
separator

shop boss
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By October 1966 the reduction plant crew consisted of 25 men split into
two shifts, one of 13 men and the other of 12 men.4
maintenance electrician, was not needed on both shifts.
1st shift

The extra man, a

2nd shift

H. Towers

Shift boss

J. Sabo

s.

PresSimn

w.
v.

Cowan
Tanney

A. Schaible

c.

Deplares

Oilman

J. M>rgan

R. Neitta

Engineer

Young

G. Johnson
P. Gawel-in
A. Gibson

Evaporator

G. Woodmn

Drier Firemm
Sacker

J. Therrien
T. Seifert

Jeep Driver
(forklift)

s.

Arpe

G. Warren
D. Gordon

Beltman
(conveyor to

G. Salane

D. Paiger

Front end

s.

Fuzi€

Hopperman
Electrician

w.

Jarvis

N. O!orney
P. Pellazari

T. Jones

load mealsacks
on pallet)

D. Hopkins

From the above crew lists it can be concluded that after the plant's final
expansion in 1964 the labour input per shift compared to 1945 had decreased by
one-third, although the plant's capacity had increased by a minimum of 100%.
This can only mean that labour saving technology was applied to the plant,
especially in the areas of unloading, raw fish food systems, the front end loader
replacing pushers in the gravity feed bins, and mechanized sacking and weighing
machines replacing manual sacking and weighing.
After the plant reopened in 1972 it operated with a crew of 26 men, 14 on
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dayshift and 12 on nightshift, who performed the following duties: shift boss,
engineer, pressman, dryer-fireman, evaporator man, oil man, assistant oil man,
mealman (sackers), Jeep driver (forklift), front end loader, dock, maintenance,
and casual labour. It is evident by comparing the 1964 and 1970 crew lists that
there was little if any labour saving technology introduced into the plant after
1964.
Post-1964 technological change rested on improvements in fuel
consumption efficiency and effluent (odorous gases and liquid waste) control.5
Labour in the plant was paid according to skill requirements of the job
performed and can be roughly divided into skilled and unskilled (or manual).6
Skills were acquired on the job, so a new entrant would start as a fish puller,
sacker, or oiler, and work his way up to assistant oil man, oil man, etc. Unskilled
labour consisted of beltmen, who stacked full mealsacks on truck or forklift
pallets; hoppermen who fed the feed hoppers and picked out dogfish; oilers who
greased and oiled the machinery and shafts, truckers who moved sacks or oil
drums on a hand truck; fish pushers who pushed herring from the storage bins
onto the feed converyors;

sacksewers, and casual laborers.

Skilled labour

consisted of engineers, shift bosses, pressmen, oilmen (who ran the separators
and settling tanks), dryer firemen, filter pressmen, marine leg men (who
operated the unloading pump), tallymen, evaporator men, jeep drivers, and front
end loaders. Changes in wage rates and job functions between the opening of the
plant in 1940 and its closure in 1979 are summed up in the following table.
Reduct ion wages Per M:>nth
Classification

19457

19648

19799

shift boss
shift boss

$204
204

$496.38
496.38

$1823.52
1823.52

pressman

169

424.78

1612.98

& separatorman
dryer firanan & oiler

169

1612.98

169

424.78
424.78

filter pressman

164

424.78

1612.98
1612.98

dryer firanan

159

424.78

1612.98

& repairman

oilman
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Reduction Wages Per M>nth
Classification
boiler firemm
boiler firermn
{hand fired)

19457

19648

19799

154
169
1489.44

154

404.58
404.58

oiler

150

376.98

8.56/hour

fish pusher (puller)

154
150

394.88

8.50/hour

388.98
376.98

8.50/hour

2.11/hour

7.21/hour

399.78

8.25/hour
1520.76

tallyrllln {weigl'lllln)

154

marine leg mm

sack sewer
mealman (sacker)

150

trucker

150

casual labour

67¢/hour

jeep driver

8.56/hour

front end loader
evaporator mm

488.65

1647.78

hopper man

376.98

8.56/hour

It is interesting to note that over the 1945-1979 period the wage gap

between unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled labour decreased; skilled labour rates
increased less than those of the unskilled and semiskilled. This trend in the
fishing industry confirms that, like lumbering and other industries with an
industrial union base, the role and status of the traditional "labour aristocracy"
(skilled workers and craftsmen) has declined in relation to unskilled and semiskilled workers.
The length of the reduction operation season and the shift hours depended
on the supply of fish and the type of herring fishery (food, canning fillets, whole
reduction, or roe). Food herring lasted from October to January, reduction from
October to March, fillets from November to December, and roe from February
to March. Food herring had to be taken prior to mid-January to be suitable for
the food market; after that date the fish lose weight and oil content due to
biological spawning preparations.10 After January the oil rendered per ton also
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decreased, making herring less valuable as a reduction fish.11 The roe herring
fishery depended only on the size of the roe. Oil and meal content were
irrelevant. Roe herring reduction was merely a way of disposing of the byproduct rather than acquiring meal and oil.12
If the raw product were available, the daily shift averaged either eight or
twelve hours, 0800 to 2000 hours. In the 1980s, however, the reduction shift is
eight hours as the herring or offal are frozen and only enough are thawed to
supply one eight hour shift per day. This.has had the effect of lengthening the
reduction season for shoreworkers and has enabled the companies to cut down on
overtime costs incurred when they ran twelve hour shifts rather than hiring an
additional shift. In some years the company set up a crew shift system based on
two twelve hour shifts for the plant's skilled workers and three eight hour shifts
for the unskilled workers during the peak of the reduction period.
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Appendix 3
Gulf Reduction

Crew Lists

'

·~
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P.R.

#23

December 1 to 15, 1946

Earnings

Anderson

R.

91.40

Blum

R.

46.57

Eldred

C.L.

86.88

Rate

$154.00

fish puller

.67¢ an hour
150.00
48/96

150.00

48/96

154.00

sacker

Foster

G.J.

82.70

Hiebert

A.

88.60

150.00

sacker

McConnell G.

94.98

159.00

dryer foreman

McConnell N.

92.85

169.00

pressman

McDonald

s.

82.20

150.00

mealman

McGee

A.L.

109.21

169.00

oil and separator

Godmaire

J.

90.14

154.00

fish puller

Goodall

E. A.

166.19

204.00

shop boss

McGee

H.

Ralston

G.H.

Russell
Sabo

91.91

48/96

154.00

48/96

150.00

100.50

169.00

pressman

F.

76.69

154.00

fireman

J.

100.90

169.00

separator

Winkleman P.

30.52

154.00

Fanslau

E.

94.13

159.00

Bordeleau L.

119.17

204.00
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THE CANADIAN FISHING COMPANY LTD.
GULF OF GEORGIA PLANT
STEVESTON, B.C.

REDUCTION CREW
OCTOBER 28, 1966
ENGINEER

HAL TOWERS

SHIFT BOSS

J. SABO

PRESSMAN

N. COWAN

OILMAN

G. JOHNSON

EVAPORATOR

G. WOODMAN

DRIER FIREMAN

J. THERRIEN

JEEP DRIVER

T. JONES

SACKER

TED SEIFERT

BELTMAN

CON DEPLARES

FRONT END LOADER

s. FUZIE

HOPPERMAN

N. CHORNEY

MAINTENANCE

F. YOUNG

TALLYMAN

RONALD MALCOLM

UNLOADER

J. GATES
p, KANELLES
J. YARN I SH
G. CAPADOUCA

SHIPPER

LES JOHNSON

V.TAMNEY
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THE CANADIAN FISHING COMPANY LIMITED
GULF OF GEORGIA PLANT
STEVESTON, B.C.
REDUCTION PLANT CREW:

NAME

MARCH 23, 1976

*NIGHT SHIFT
CLASSIFICATION

SENIORITY DATE

BEVANDICK, Nick
BEVANDICK, Paul
*BONNER, Fred

ASS'T OILMAN
JEEP DRIVER
*(AFTER-BURNER
(DRYER FIREMAN

*BURDETTE, Micheal
*CAREFOOT, Daniel
CHORNEY, Nicholas
*CONNORS, Ralph
*DAVIDSON, Charles
DEPLARES, Con
*DOWD, Mark
DREWNOWSKI, John
FRIESAN, David
*GERRARD, Victor
HENSHAW, Terry
JARVIS, William
*JOHNSON, Gordon
KANELLES, Peter
KAPP, J, Micheal *JR*
KAPP, Kerry
LYSHOLM, Georg E.
*MAXWELL, Wilfred
MORRISON, Clark A.
*NICHOLSON, Russell
PAIGER, David
PIKE, Chester

*OILMAN
*PRESSMAN
FRONT-END LOADER
*ENGINEER-3rd TKT
*JEEP DRIVER
OILMAN
*FRONT-END LOADER
MEALMAN (SACKER)
MEALMAN (SACKER)
*DOCK (MAINTENANCE)
*DOCK (MAINTENANCE)
EVAPORATOR MAN
*EVAPORATOR MAN
PRESSMAN
JEEP DRIVER
CASUAL LABOUR
ELECTRICIAN
*ASS'T OILMAN
ENGINEER-2nd TKT
*MEALMAN (SACKER)
DRYER-FIREMAN
(AFTER-BURNER
(DRYER FIREMAN

*March 17,
*March 1st,
Nov. 25th,
*March 20,
*March 17,
·Dec. 9th,
*March 17,
·March 17,
Nov. 15th,
*Jan. 1st,
oan. 1st,
Dec. 5th,
*Jan. 1st,
Oct.
June 1st,
March
March 1st,
*March 1st,
Feb. 25th,
*March 17,
July 1st,
Jan. 14th,

RAMSAY, Gwynne
*ROSS, Scott
SABO, James
*SORENSON, Kevin
TAMNEY, Victor
*TYRASKIS, Christos
*YOUNG, Frank

CASUAL LABOUR
*CASUAL LABOUR
SHIFT BOSS
*MEALMAN (SACKER)
MAINTENANCE
DRYER-FIREMAN
*SHIFT BOSS

March 19,
*March 14,

l

l

Jan. 20th, 1974
May 1st,
1972
*March 23, 1975
1974
1974
1960
1975
1974
1959
1974
1974
1973
1962
1964
1962
1948
1958
1973
1976
1969
1973
1976
1973
1964
1974

1976
1976
1946
*June 26th, 1974
March 1st, 1942
*March 17,
1973
*Jan. 1st,
1949
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1978 REDUCTION PLANT CREW - GULF OF GEORGIA PLANT

CLASSIFICATION

DAY SHIFT

NIGHT SHIFT

Shift Boss

Frank Young

Gordon Johnson

Engineer

Gus Sykert (2nd)

Ralph Connors (3rd)

Pressman

Peter Kanelles

Dan care foot

Dryer-Fireman

David Paiger

Jim Ormerod

Evaporator Man

William Jarvis

Tom Germond

Oil Man.

Con Deplares

Lorne Gerrard

Asst. Oil Man

Russell Nicholson

Trent Houston

Mealmen (Sackers')

David Friesan

Kerry Kapp

Brian Kevis

Robt. Motherwell

Jeep Driver

John Drewnowski

Mark Houston

Front-end Loader

Nick Chorney

Charles Davidson

Dock

John Kapp Jr.

Vic Gerrard

Maintenance

Jim Sabo

Casual

Don Diewold
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Appendix 4
The Reduction Process 1931
(Public Archives of British Columbia,
GR 435, Box 147, File 1931;
"B.C. Dept. of Fisheries'')
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Preliminary Report on a Qualitative and Quantitative
Investigation of Waste Liquors from British Columbia
Pilchard
Reduction Plants
by
Desmond Beall

INTRODUCTION
During the past summer the following investigation was carried
out to determine the losses occurring in the waste liquors of
the pilchard reduction plants.
Ath the same time a study was
made of present recovery methods used for any of the
constituents.
Experiments were carried out in an attempt to
discover methods which would minimize or eliminate the present
losses.
Scope of the investigation
The only literature on this type of work available is the
Menhaden Report of the U.S. Bureau of Fisheriesl which is
concerned chiefly with conditions on the Atlantic coast.
Accordingly in undertaking the present investigation is has
been necessary to start each phase from first principles.
The investigation falls into three natural divisions:
I.
II.
III.

Present reduction methods.
Losses incurred in the reduction process and recovery
methods.
Experimentation with other methods of recovery.

These are discussed separately in the present paper.
Acknowledgments
The material for this investigation was obtained from the plant
of the Nootka Packing Company at Nootka. The staff extended to
the investigation every facility within their power and many
thanks is due them.
Particularly worthy of mention in this

lR.W.
Harrison.
Report No. 1.
Fisheries. 1930.

The

u.s.

Menhaden Industry.
Investigational
Department of Commerce.
Bureau of
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connection are Mr. J. Petrich and Mr. J. Lysnes.
Plants at
Ceepeecee and McBride bay were also visited and at these also
the operators proved most obliging in furnishing samples and
information.
Dr. R.H. Clarke of the Chemistry Department of the University
of British Columbia has extended to the investigation the
facilities of his Department for the analytical work.
His
assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
Thanks are due to Mr. H. N. Brocklesby for his assistance in
planning the investigation and to Dr. J.L. Hart for suggesting
the problem and for advice during its progress.
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PRESENT REDUCTION METHODS

Capture, Transportation and Storage of Raw Material
Pilchards

are

captured

in purse

seines

and brailed

from

the

nets either into the holds of seine boats and tenders or into
On the arrival of fish at the plant they are unloaded

scows.

by a

bucket

conveyor which has a

They

hour.

are

then

carried

capacity of forty tons per

by

a

slat

conveyor

measuring box and thence to the storage tanks.
are

cylindrical

capacity

with

operated by a

steel
a

floor

may

be

continuous

of twenty-five

sloping

forward

rack and pinion.

storage bins of wood.
boats

tanks

of

the

At Nootka these

thousand gallons2

and

a

gate

in

front

Some plants on the coast use

Storage tanks are used in order that the

unloaded

supply

to

more

fish

to

quickly
the

and

also

cookers

to

while

insure

the

a

bucket

conveyor is being transferred from one boat to the next.
Cooking and pressing
The fish

from the storage tanks are fed into a

which carries them to a hopper.

Since the Nootka plant has one

five ton and one ten ton press unit,
the

stream

of

fish

divides

screw coveyor

and

this is adjusted so that
feeds

both

units.

The

cooker-press units were made by the California Press Company.
A

cooker

consists

steam-jacket

with

of
a

throughout its length.
cooked,

the

cooked

a

slow

long

cylinder

turning

surrounded

screw

conveyor

by

a

running

The fish are slowly carried through and

mass

passing

down

to

the

press

which

is

2All measurements are given in United States gallons: -1 U.S.
gal. represents 8.3 lb. of water which represents 7. 5 lb.
pilchard oil.
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directly below.
the

feeder

This unit really consist of two screw-presses,

screw

and

the

pressure

screw.

The

feeder

screw

occupies half the length of the press and is followed by a ten
inch

gap.

Beyond

the

gap

is

the

pressure

tapered core largest towards the outlet end.
turns twice as

inwards.

its

The feeder screw

fast as the pressure screw and consequently a

considerable pressure is developed.
by one-eight

screw with

The screws are surrounded

inch brass plate perforated with holes tapering

To prevent the meal turning with the screw, there are

two star-wheels in the feeder-screw area at right angles to the
screw and knives in the pressure-screw area.

At the discharge

end of the press is an adjustable conical head which assists
satisfactory pressing by regulating the pressure necessary to
force out the pressed meal.
given in tables I and II.

A comparison of the two units is

TABLE I

Giving the specifications of the cookers of which the products were examined

Capacity

Length

Diameter

No. of
Stearn Inlets

InletX
Stearn Pressure

outletX
Stearn Pressure

10 ton per hr.

30 ft.

30 in.

34

6 1/2

5 1/2

5 ton per hr.

20 ft.

24 in.

18

9

7

Time ofX
Cooking

10 min.

7 min.

XAverage but varying greatly according to condition of fish processed.
w

"'
TABLE II

Giving the specifications of the presses of which the products were examined

Capacity

Speed of
Feeder Screw Pressure Screw

Length of Press Area

Diameter of Perforations

10 ton

10 ft.

1/32 in.

18 R.P.M.

9 R.P.M.x

5 ton

8 ft.

1/16 in.

14 R.P.M.

7 R.P.M.

·Xean be changed to 5 R.P.M.
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This type of press varies from all other types used on the
coast in having a

double screw,

the others having a

single

screw whose tapered core is largest at the outlet end.
During the pressing operation the greater part of the oil and
water are forced through the perforations in the press walls
together with some of the finer meal particles.
Drying
The pressed meal is next carried by a screw conveyor to the
drier which

consists

of a

firebox

and

drier

proper.

The

firebox is built of firebrick and is eighteen feet long and
five

feet

forced
This

in diameter.

draught

is

a

fan.

At one end is an oil burner with a
At

horizontal

the other end

drum,

fifty-four

is

the drier unit.

feet

long,

six

and

one-half feet in diameter with blades on the inside running
lengthwise,

the

drum being

turned

at

four

revolutions

per

The wet pressed meal drops in at the end near the

minute.

firebox and in so doing often comes in contact with the tip
of the

flames

from the burner.

It

is

then

caught by the

blades of the drum and lifted up and dropped again.

Since

the drum is set at a downward slope from the firebox the meal
gradually works along the drum and in so doing is dried.

The

outlet end of the drier is connected with a smoke chamber to
recover part of the finer meal particles, all of which would
otherwise be lost.
long

and

stacks

fifteen

thirty

feet

This chamber is eight feet wide, six feet
feet

high

high.

and
The

has

two

dried meal

forty-inch
passes

smoke-

from

the

smoke chamber to the grinder which is of the hammer-mill type
and runs at twenty-seven hundred revolutions per minute.
ground meal is blown by a fan,
revolutions per minute,

The

running at twenty-two hundred

to the sacking machine.

Since the

meal is still hot when sacked it is left on the floor of the
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sacking

shed

till

while hot there

completely cooled;

is danger of fire

for

if it is

stacked

from spontaneous combus-

tion.
Some plants use an indirect form of drier as opposed to this
type which,

since the meal comes in contact with the flame,

may be called a direct form.

In the indirect forms there are

two cylinders, one inside the other and the hot air from the
firebox passes through the inner one and then back through
the

space

space.

between

the

two.

The meal

is confined to this

In this way the meal does not come in contact with

the intense heat of the flame.
operators

consulted

seemed

However,

to

prefer

most of the plant

the

direct

type

of

drier, for in the indirect type the inner cylinder becomes so
hot that much of the meal is scorched in passing over it.
Separating oil from press liquors
The liquors from the presses are pumped by a rotary pump to
the oil separation tanks.
two

similar

banks,

the

At Nootka these were arranged in

one

set

nearest

the

presses

being

called the left-hand series, the other the right-hand series.
The arrangement of one of these banks is shown in figure 1
[not included].
Each

bank

consists

of

four

tanks

A,

B,

C,

D which

are

arranged so that the overflow from the preceding tanks can
run into the next one.
coils

to

regulate

All the tanks are fitted with steam

the

temperature

twelve hundred gallons apiece.
has

an

outlet

valve

to

and have

a

capacity of

Each tapers at the bottom and

allow draining.

separating is done in the tank A.

Usually

all

the

The press liquors enter by

the pipe E and by means of an adjustable spout are delivered
into the tank twelve to eighteen inches below the level of
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the overflow F.
kept

still

In this way the surface of the

and

the

remaining liquors,
the tank B,
height

and

oil

has

an opportunity

rise.

The

after the oil has risen and passed into

pass out of the pipe M.
by

to

liquid is

means

of

it

the

This is adjustable in

depth

of

the

oil

in A is

controlled and hence the time the press liquors remain in A.
The tanks B, C, D are really purifying tanks, the oil passing
from B to the bottom of C,

which is half full of water and

the process is repeated from C to D.
the pipe I

It then passes along

to the cooking tanks K and K where it is heated

for one and one-half hours

to allow any solids to settle.

After cooking the oil is pumped to the storage tanks.

If, as

sometimes happens,

the fish are old or contain certain types

of

can

feed,

the

difficulty

oil

and

at

separating tanks.

be

such

separated only with
time

both

A

and

B

considerable
are

used

as

This type of separation might be called a

continuous flow process as oposed to an intermittent method
used in some of the plants.

In this latter method tanks of

larger capacity are used and the press liquors are run in and
allowed

to

stand

for

periods

of

four

to

six hours,

which the oil is floated off and the tank drained.

after

In many

plants the overflow liquors at this point are poured into the
sea although at the Hecate Fish Products plant, which is of
the intermittent flow type, the effluent is run into a series
of tanks under the wharf and more oil is recovered.
Recovery Machine
At

Nootka

the

tank

liquors

are

piped

to

a

machine built by the California Press Company.

meal

recovery

The liquors

run from two eight-inch spouts in two screens set at a slight
slope and vibrated by an eccentric shaft which runs at twelve
to

fourteen hundred revolutions per minute.

are three feet by seven feet long,

These screens

the upper one being made
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of forty mesh and the lower of sixty mesh brass wire with a
sheet-metal bottom.

As the liquors pass through, the larger

meal particles are retained and, due to vibration, shaken to
the

lower

press.

end of the

screen where

they drop

into a

small

This is eight feet long and has one-sixty-fourth inch

perforations in the surrounding wall.

The pressed meal is

carried up to the drier and poured in with the main flow of
pressed

meal.

The

combined

liquors

from

the

small press pass out to the sea by the same pipe.

screens

and
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Appendix 115

Gu 1 f Reduction Workers Union Agreements

1946, 1964, 1979
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S U P P L E ME N T A R Y

A G R E E ME N T

HOURS, WAGES, SPECIAL CONDITIONS
OF REDUCTION PLANT WORKERS

SECTION 1:

Eight (8) hours shall constitute one day's work
when not processing fish.
Any hours worked in
excess 6°f e-ight ( 8) hours -in every twenty-four
(24) hotirperiod shall be paid for at the regular
hourly rate.

SECTION 2:

Nine (9) hours shall constitute one day's work
when actually processing fish.
Any hours worked
in excess of nine (9) in every twenty-four (24)
hour period shall be paid for at the regular
hourly rate.
However, it is understood that two
hundred and thirty ( 230) hours is the maximum
number to be worked for the monthly wages, and
any hours worked in excess of two hundred and
thirty (230) hours in any one month shall be paid
for at the regular hourly rate.

SECTION 3:

For the purpose of this agreement Wednesday shall
be considered the first day of the working week
with the intention that every Sunday shall be a
holiday.
In the event that this is impossible,
due to the run of fish or other reasons, Monday
or Tuesday shall be the holiday.
In the event
this too is impossible, then Sunday shall be the
day for which the hourly rate is paid.

SECTION 4:

"Legal holidays as set forth in Federal Order-incouncil P.C.
8682
shall be observed when
possible, but in the event this is not possible
due to the run of fish or other reason, any work
done on these days shall be paid for at the
regular hourly rate.

SECTION 5:

It is agreed that the wage rates for engineers
and watchmen shall be in conformity with the
cannery agreement.

SECTION 6:

All employees classified in this Agreement shall
be paid on a monthly wage basis.
It is clearly
understood that this condition shall also apply
during the pre-season period of preparation.
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SECTION

7:

The following wage scale is basic and it is
understood that no employee shall have his wages
reduced because of the scales listed herein.
Reduction Plant

Per Month

Shift Boss and Pressman ...•.. $194.00
Pressman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 00

Oilman & Separator Man •..•...
Dryer Fireman & Oiler ......•.
Filter Pressman ...........•..
Dryer Firemen ......•.•.......
Boiler Fireman (hand-fired) ..
"
" (oil or stoker) . .

169.00
164.00
164.00
154.00
169.00
154. 00

Tally Man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154.00

Marine Leg Man .............•. 154.00
Fish Puller .............••... 154.00
Oiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144.00

Sack Sewer. . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Meal Man .................•...
Trucker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Casual Labor ..•...........•..

144. 00
144.00
144. 00
144.00

Per Hour
85
74
74

72
72
67
74

67
67
67
67
62
62
62
62
62

Unloaders:
(a)

Unloaders on the West Coast of Vancouver
Island shall be paid 32¢ per ton for
unloading all fish or offal.

(b)

Unloaders in plants not situated on the West
Coast of Vancouver Island shall be paid 26¢
per ton of 2000 lbs. for unloading fresh
herring, fresh herring offal and salmon offal
and shall be paid 32¢ per ton of 2000 lbs.
for unloading pilchards, salt herring and
salt herring offal.

( c)

Unloaders shall receive a minimum guarantee
of $144.00 per month, it being understood
that the contract work and hourly work shall
be combined to make up this guarantee.
Unloaders when doing hourly work shall be
paid at the rate of 62¢ per hour.

(d)

A bonus of 2¢ per ton shall be paid to
unloaders who are employed the full season on
the West Coast of Vancouver Island.
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•
SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
1.

A supply of Boric acid, other antiseptics, eye wash and
eye cups shall be kept readily available by the Company
for the use of employees. First Aid Kits of adequate size
shall be kept in a sanitary and accessible place at all
times.
A stretcher should be made available at all
times.

2.

Employees at the conclusion of each shift are to be
informed of the forthcoming fish arrivals as such
information is available to the plant management and when
possible employees shall be informed when to report for
the next shift.

3.

Any Employee, who upon reporting after being called for
work, is forced to stand by for material or for any other
reason for which they themselves are not responsible,
shall be paid for such stand-by time.

4.

The Company agrees that if any employee is notified to
report for work he shall receive a minimum credit of two
(2) hours time.

5.

Employees when not processing fish are to do such work on
the plant premises as instructed by the management.

6.

Regular plant employees when loading boats or doing
longshore work, shall be paid $1.00 per hour when such
work is done after "the eight (8) hour day for non-fish
processing days, as specified in this Supplement, and the
nine-hour day for fish processing days.

7.

Arrangements for meals and lunches for night shift and for
crews when required to work extraordinary overtime shall
be arrived at in consultation between the plant committee
and the local management.
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This Supplementary Agreement (Reduction operations) shall
be recognized as part of the Master Agreement and shall be
effective from May 16, 1945 to May 15th, 1946.
All
conditions of Termination or Revision shall be as stated
in the Master Agreement.

date January,

COMPANY: Party of the first part:

11/~6

UNION: Party of the second part:
UNITED FISHERMAN AND ALLIED
WORKERS' UNION
President

Secretary-Treasurer

Business Agent
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SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT - 1964
REDUCTION PLANTS
WAGES, HOURS, SPECIAL PROVISIONS
Section 1:

Wages -

A. The wage scales set out hereunder are the minimum rates for the
listed classifications.
Any prior commitments to individuals for
rates in excess of those shown in this Supplement shall be
honoured.
Classification

Monthly
Wage

Time & one-half
Q.T.

Group 1 - Shift Boss
Shift Boss & Pressman (dual)

$479.10
479.10

$ 4.12 1/2
4.12 1/2

Group 2 - Operators
Pressman
Oilman & Separator Man (dual)
Oilman
Separator Man
Dryer Fireman & Oiler
Dryer Fireman
Drum Dryer Man
Filter Pressman
Centrifugal Basket Man
Stickwater Man
Assistant Operator
Evaporator Plant Operator
Oil & Acidulation Plant Operator

407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
407.50
377.60
431.50
431.50

3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.51
3.25 1/2
3.72
3.72

Group 3 - Weightman
Marine Leg Man

387.30
387.30

3.34 1/2
3.34 1/2

Group 4 - Boilerhouse & Maintenance
Chief Engineer - 2nd class ticket
Chief Engineer - 3rd class ticket
Chief Engineer & Fireman (dual)
Shift Engineer - 3rd class ticket
Shift Engineer - 4th class ticket
Fireman

502.80
461.30
473.00
431.50
419.40
396.90

4.33 1/2
3.97 1/2
4.08
3.72
3.61 1/2
3.42

The rate for Chief and Shift Engineers shall be determined, not by
the ticket held by an Engineer, but by the ticket called for on a
particular
job under B.C. Boiler Inspection Department
regulations.
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Maintenance Man (Electricians,
Carpenters, Blacksmiths, etc.)
Port Engineers &/or Machinist
Asst. Port Engineer &/or
Machinist

$473.00
473.00

$4.08
4.08

408.80

Group 5 - General Labour (a) Monthly Rated
Fish Puller
Sack Sewer
Sack Sewer & Mealman
Meal man
Oiler
Casual Labour
Jeep Driver
Hopperman

3.52 1/2

377.60
3.25 1/2
371.70
3.21
365.90
3.15
359.70
3.10 1/2
359.70
3 .10 1/2
341.80
2.94
382.50
3.30
see Sub-section H herein

(b) Hourly Rated
Fish Puller
Sack Sewer
Sack Sewer & Mealman
Mealman
Oiler
Casual Labour
Relief Man (Group 5 class.)
Hopperman
Truck Driver

2.23
3.34 1/2
2.18
3.27
2.15
3.22 1/2
2.13
3.19 1/2
2.13
3.19 1/2
2.02
3.03
2.18
3.27
See Sub-section H herein
2.25
3.37 1/2

B. Classification listed herein employed on the Prince Rupert
waterfront shall receive a wage differential over the rates as
listed on the following basis:
1. Monthly paid classifications
hour overtime rate.

$17. 28

2. Hourly paid classifications
overtime rate.

9¢

per

per

month

hour,

13

-

13
1/2

1/2¢ per
per

hour

C. Employees when hired shall be informed of the clssifications under
which they will work, it being understood the appropriate rate for
the designated classification shall be paid from the date of hiring
until lay-off at the plant with the following exceptions:
(a) If an employee is reclassified
period of employment.

and

so

informed

during

the

(b) After cessation of the reduction operation, should the employee
be called upon to work for the company at other than the
classifications listed herein, the wage payable shall be the
going rate for such type of employment within the company.
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It is agreed by both Parties the intent of this section is that the
principle shall be applied whereby men hired to do pre-season and/or
port-season work with respect to processing equipment cannot be
classified as ''Casual Labour" and shall be paid the rates for such
work appropriate to the classification of such men while the plant
is operating, i t being clearly understood the rates referred to are
those listed herein for Groups 1,
2,
3, and 4.
Group 5
classifications ma be used as helpers on such work.
D.

Shift Boss & Pressman (Dual) :
The dual classification "Shift Boss
and Pressman" shall not apply at the listed plants, except when
these plants are not operating to capacity on offal,
summer
herring, or scrap, at which times use of the dual classification
shal 1 be at the option of management:
Port Edward,
Nelsons-Steveston, Butedale, Gulf of Georgia, Namu, and Imperial.

E.

Dryer Fireman:
The company recognizes that i t is not feasible to
require a "Dryer Fireman" to look after more than three dryers
without an assistant.
Should fully automatic controls be installed
on dryers, the Union agrees that further considerations shall be
given to this question.

F.

Operators:
It is understood that wherever possible the operators
shall be responsible for the oiling of their machines.

G. Assistant Operator:

H.

(1)

The classification "Assistant Operator" shall apply to men
employed as assistants to any of the Operator classifications
as listed.

(2)

When no "Operators" or "Assistant Operators" are available,
and i t is therefore necessary to place a man at operating who
has not had previous experience, under the direction of the
foreman, such employee shall receive a rate $20. 00 per month
less than the applicable "Operator" rate for the first two
months at operating.
Thereafter, he shall be classified as an
"Operator"
and paid at the
"Operator"
rate.
When an
"Assistant Operator" is asked to assume the responsibility of
an "Operator", whether under the direction of the foreman or
not, he shall receive the "Operator" rate.

Hopperman:
Where i t has been the practice and or where i t is
mechanically feasible to do so, "Hopperman" and "Fish Puller" shall
rotate their work and the rate paid to each shall be the "Fish
Puller" rate.
It is agreed that should cases arise where
management claims i t is not practicable to rotate the jobs, either
because of alleged mechanical problems or other reasons, such cases
shall be discussed with the Plant Shop Steward Committee and if no
mutual agreement is reached may be handled as a grievance.
Where
i t is agreed the "Hopperman" does not rotate with the "Fish
Puller", the "Hopperman" shall be considered as "Casual Labour".
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I. Operator Helpers:
Employees listed under Group 5 may be required
to act as Helper to the various Operators on a sporadic basis to
deal with the many minor emergencies which arise during the regular
operation of a plant.
It is fully understood, however, that any
Group 5 employee when required to work steadily with an operator,
or operators, shall be classified as an "Assistant Operator".
The
condition as stated in the foregoing shall not interfere with the
right of the management to call in any classification to help
during an emergency.
It is understood that additional engineers shall be
J. Engineers:
employed by the company when the volume of work necessitates extra
help.
K. Casual Labour:
It is understood employees classified as "Casual
Labour" shall not do work properly corning within the scope of named
classifications.
At combination plants, during the canning season
shall be covered undr Cannery Wage conditions.

Casual

Labour

L. Relief Man:
The classification "Relief Man" shall cover any man
hired and utilised to spell off Group 5 classifications, it being
understood that should a "Relief Man" work more than three hours at
fish pulling in any shift then he shall be paid the "Fish Puller"
rate for the whole of that shift.
It is understood, of course,
that in order that no interruption will occur while the reduction
plant is processing, it is agreed that relief periods and meal
periods will be given on a staggered basis with individuals in the
crew relieving each other during such periods.
M. Group 5:
Men hired under the classifications as listed in Group 5
when sent to out-of-town plants, shall receive the monthly rate as
listed.
Permanent residents at points where plants are located
hired under Group 5 classifications, and Group 5 employees at
in-town plants, at the option of the company, shall be paid either
on the basis of a monthly rate, or on straight hourly basis, with
the following exceptions:
The Group 5 nucleus crew (enough men to
operate one shift) at each plant shall be paid on the basis of a
monthly rate.
N. Night Shift Differential: Employees required to work on night
and/or graveyard shifts shall receive 7~ per hour above the regular
rates (both straight time and overtime) for all hours so worked.
It is agreed that any shift which starts at 4:00 p.m. or later
shall be considered as a night shift and that when a plant is
operating on 12 hour shifts the night shift shall not start later
than 8:00 p.m.
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o.

Unloaders:
(1) Unloaders shall be guaranteed a minimum gross earning of
$373.70 per month, it being understood that earnings from
hourly work at the rate of $2.15 per hour and earnings from
overtime work at the rate of $3.22 1/2 per hour, (except double
time hours) and contract earnings, shall be combined to give
the accumulated earnings which shall not be less than the
minimum monthly guarantee.
When not unloading fish, Unloaders
shall do such work as requested by the management.
It is
further understood that Unloaders up to the commencement of the
season shall receive the minimum monthly guarantee.
(2) Unloaders shall be paid on a contract rate for unloading fish
and/or offal as follows:
(a) West Coast of Vancouver Island:
By Marine Leg: 72. 28if per ton of 2000
and offal.
(b) Other Areas:
By Marine Leg:

lbs.

for all fish

62.4¢ per ton for herring.
72.28¢ per ton for pilchards and offal.

By Pump:

30.16¢ per ton for herring.

(3) The Prince Rupert differential as stated in Section 1-B shall
apply on the guarantee and hourly and overtime rate of
Unloaders employed on the Prince Rupert waterfront.
The
Prince Rupert contract rate shall be 3¢ per ton over mainland
rates elsewhere.
(4) (a) It is agreed that when unloading with a marine leg,
herring which has been in a packer, seiner, or scow, for
48 hours or more until commencement of unloading, shall be
paid for at the offal rate.
In interpreting this
sub-section, it is agreed that "commencement of unloading"
shall apply to only one hold at a time of a packer, seiner,
or scow. Length of time the herring has been in the vessel
(or holds of the vessel) shall be determined by the
vessel's logs.
When a load is mixed stale and fresh, the
offal rate shall be paid for only the tonnage which has
been in the vessel for 48 hours or more.
(b) When unloading with a pump, if the condition of herring or
the quantity of dogfish in a load materially reduces the
unloading tonnage per hour, consideration shall be given to
adjusting the pump unloading rate.
(5) A bonus of 2¢ per ton of 2000 lbs. per man shall be paid to all
Unloaders who stay at West Coast plants throughout the
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pilchard and/or the herring season,
for which they were engaged.

or who complete the work

(6) (a) When unloading with a marine leg, if the unloading crew
assumes the responsibility of operation and maintenance of
the marine leg (in lieu of employment of a "Marine LegMan")
2¢ per ton shall be added to the contract unloading rate.
(b) When unloading with a pump, if the unloading crew assumes
the responsibility of operation and maintenance of the
pump, 2¢ per ton shall be added to the contract unloading
rate.
( c) Where the "Weighman" assumes the responsibility of "Marine
LegMan" he shall receive 2¢ per ton in addition to his
monthly rate.
(7) Marine Leg Crews:
The company agrees to the principle of four
(4) man unloading crews.
(a) A three (3) man unloading crew may be used under emergency
conditions, or by mutual consent of the unloading crew and
the management.
(b) A permanent unloading crew consisting of more than four
(4) men shall be used solely at the discretion of the
management. Each additional man shall receive the same per
ton rate as each individual in a four (4) man crew, and
also shall receive the minimum monthly guarantee as stated
in ( 1) above.
If Unloaders, in addition to the standard
unloading crew, are required on a temporary basis, the
management may hire them on the same basis of payment as
outlined above, except that no minimum guarantee shall be
provided.
Whenever possible,
suh temporary Unloaders
shall be drawn from Group 3 or Group 5 classifications
already employed in the plant concerned.
(8) Fish Pump Crews:
The company agrees to the principle of three
(3) man unloading crews.
(a) A two ( 2) man unloading crew may be used under emergency
conditions, or by mutual consent of the unloading crew and
the management.
(b) A permanent unloading crew consisting of more than three
(3) men shall be used solely at the discretion of the
management. Each additional man shall receive the same per
ton rate as each individual in a three (3) man crew and
shall also receive the minimum monthly guarantee as stated
in ( 1) above.
If Unloaders in addition to the standard
unloading crew, are required on a temporary basis, the
management may hire them on the same basis of payment as
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outlined above, except that no minimum guarantee shall be
provided. Whenever possible, such temporary Unloaders shall be
drawn from Group 3 or Group 5 classifications already employed
in the plant concerned.
P. Longshoring:
Longshoring, for
shall be defined as follows:

the

purpose

of

this

Supplement,

(1) The loading or unloading of packers, coastal vessels, scows, or
barges of goods or materials other than raw or frozen fish.
(2) Longshoring as herein defined does not apply to those engaged
in duties specified in other Union-Company agreements covering
work of a similar nature, or to employees doing the same work
as is covered by their classification under this Supplement,
and shall not apply to any employees engaged in the handling of
fishing gear such as nets.
Rates:
(a) All employees paid on an hourly basis shall receive $2.24 per
hour for longshore work done during the regular working day.
For longshore work done during overtime hours as set forth in
this Supplement, they shall receive $3.36 per hour.
(b) All employees paid on a monthly wage basis shall receive either
$3.36 per hour or their regular overtime hourly rate, whichever
is the greater, for long shore work when done after the
completion of the regular working day.
(c) The longshore rate shall not apply when the period so engaged
is less than one hour, except when such work is done at the
completion of the regular working day.
If over one hour is
spent at longshoring, the total period so employed shall be
paid for as set out in (a) above.
Section 2:

Hours of Work and Overtime:

The classifications set out in Section 1, A of this Supplement shall
receive overtime as follows:
A. Monthly rated employees:
(1) Time and one-half shall be paid for all hours worked in excess
of eight ( 8) hours during the five regular weekly work days
(Monday to Friday inclusive).
(2) Time and one-half for all hours worked on Saturdays,
hours worked on Sundays.

and all
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( 3) When monthly rated employees work on any of the following
Statutory Holidays, they shall receive time and one-half rate
in addition to the monthly wage, for the period so employed:
New Year' s Day
Good Friday
Empire Day

Dominion Day
Labour Day
Remembrance Day

Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Boxing Day

and any other days that may be proclaimed British Columbia
Statutory Holidays within the meaning of the "Factories Act"
during the term of this Supplement.
(Note D herein).
B.

Hourly rated employees:
(1) Overtime at the rate of time and one-half shall be paid for
the first four ( 4) hours worked in excess of eight ( 8)
hours and/or for the first four (4) hours worked after the
regular quitting time on Monday to Friday inclusive.
The
regular quitting time of the day shift shall be 4:00 p.m.
when the plant is processing, and when the plant is not
processing, shall be 4:30 to 5:00 p.m., depending upon the
length of the lunch period.
( 2) Time and one-half shall be paid for the first eight ( 8)
hours worked before the regular quitting time on Saturday
and Sunday.
The regular quitting time on Saturday and
Sunday shall. be the same as defined in ( 1) above.
(3) Time and one-half shall be paid for hours worked prior to
7:00 a.m. (i.e. one hour prior to the regular starting time
of a shift, the 7:00 a.m. as stated being applicable to the
day shift) in the event of an early call-out.
(4) Double time shall be paid for all overtime hours in excess
of four (4) hours daily, Monday to Friday inclusive.
(5) Double time shall be paid for all hours ·worked in excess of
eight (8) hours, or after the regular quitting time on
Saturday and Sunday.
(6) Double time for all hours worked on the following statutory
Holidays:
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Empire Day

Dominion Day
Labour Day
Remembrance Day

Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Boxing Day

and any other days that may be proclaimed B.C. Statutory
Holidays within the meaning of the "Factories Act" during
the term of this Supplement, with the exception as stated
in (1) of A, Section 3.
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c.

Weighmen and Marine Leg Men may be called to work whenever fish is
to be unloaded.
It is agreed that:
( 1) There shall be no more than two
straight time hours in any work day.

call-outs

to

put

in

the

(2) There shall be not more than two call-outs during the overtime
hours following the regular work day.
(3) That in the event of an overtime call-out, the period shall not
be less than two hours at the overtime rate.
( 4) If it becomes necessary to make a third call-out during the
overtime hours, pay shall be continuous from the second to
third call-out.
(5) That overtime shall be paid for all hours worked by day shift
Weighmen or Marine Leg Men between the hours of 12:00 Midnight
and 7: 00 a. m. regardless of whether or not they have put in
eight hours of straight time during the day.
D. In the case of both monthly and hourly rated employees, it is
agreed that pay for a Statutory Holiday covers the eight (8) hour
period 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (one hour lunch period).
Hours
worked before 8:00 a.m. and after 5:00 p.m. shall be paid at double
time in addition to the Statutory Holiday Pay, or the monthly wage,
or the guarantee in the case of "Unloaders".
E. (1) If it is the intention of management at any plant to institute
night and/or graveyard shifts, the management shall post, prior
to the commencement of processing, a schedule of the various
alternative
night
and/or
graveyard
shift arrangements
contemplated during the season, showing the precise starting
time and quitting time of all such contemplated shifts. The
method to be used in determining the calendar day of night
shifts shall also be posted.
( 2) Alternative shift arrangements referred to in ( 1) above
application of the same shall be as stated hereunder.

and

(a) A single night shift when the company decides on
instituting a two shift per 24 hour operation (i.e.
generally referred to as 12 hour shifts).
(b) A night (afternoon) and graveyard shift when it is decided
to have a three shift per 24 hour operation.
(c) In stating starting times and quitting times of the
permissible alternative shift arrangements as outlined in
(a) and (b), only one set of times may be established for
each shift arrangement, and there shall be no variation
from such times when the various shifts are used.
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(d) It is agreed the company may operate on the basis of either a
night (afternoon) shift or a graveyard shift in conjunction
with a day shift, thus having two shifts per 24 hours under the
times as stated for the three shift per 24 hour arrangement as
stated in (b) above.
(e) It is agreed the company may employ monthly paid men under the
shift arrangement as stated in (a), while at the same time
employing hourly paid workers under the shift arrangement as
stated in (b).
(f) It is agreed the company shall not be required to apply the
same shift arrangement to all sections of what is considered as
a full reduction operation at the same time, and for the
purposes of interpreting this section, the reduction plant may
be considered as having three ( 3) sections only, i.e •. <1) tally
dock, (2) acidulation and/or evaporator plant, (3) all other
operations connected with the reduction plant •

•

.F. The overtime condition as stated above and below in this
Supplementary Agreement for day shifts shall apply to night and/or
graveyard shifts as if such shifts were day shifts, with regular
starting and regular quitting times to be as declared and posted by
management under E (2) above.
G. The one hour flexibility prior to the regular starting time of a
shift as implied in early call-out as in B (3) above is to allow
performance
of
necessary
preparatory work
by
certain
classifications or groups of employees prior to commencement of
actual processing, and is not to be construed as permitting
operation of the reduction plant on a staggered shift.
Should the
reduction plant commence processing during the one hour prior to
the regular starting time of the shift, then the reguler quitting
time of that particular shift shall be advanced accordingly.
H. Management may require hourly rated employees covered hereunder to
start work later than the regular starting time of the shift in
which they are employed, and pay shall commence at the time of
starting work.
I. An employee called to work earlier than 8: 00 a .m. shall not be
replaced by another employee to do the same job when the employee
who was called early has completed eight (8) hours.
J.

It is agreed that, by mutual consent of management and crew, at
combination plants when offal from the salmon cannery is being
processed, the same weekend rest period as in effect in the
cannery may be applied to_ the reduction operation.
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Section 3:

Paid Statutory Holidays:

A. Hourly Paid Classifications:
(1) All hourly paid classification listed herein, and who qualify,
shall receive eight (8) hours pay, at the straight time rate,
for each of the listed Statutory Holidays when such holidays
are observed.
Should such qualified employees be required to
work on any of the three listed Statutory Holidays, they shall
receive time and one-half overtime in addition to Statutory
Holiday Pay for all hours worked between 8.00 a.m. and 5.00
p.m. (Note D of Section 2 above).
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Empire Day
(2)

Dominion Day
Labour Day
Remembrance Day

Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
Boxing Day

In the event of emergency conditions or extraordinary
deliveries of fish, the company may request employees to report
for work on stated holidays.
Any employee who does not report
shall not receive statutory Holiday Pay, it being understood
that notice to report for work shall be given the previous
day.
If notice to report for work is not given the previous
day, and a situation arises requiring work by the crew on the
Statutory Holiday, employees who cannot be contacted shall not
be penalized.

(3) To qualify for pay for any of the above Statutory Holidays not
worked, an employee must:
(a) Have worked a minimum of 325 hours, including overtime
hours, for the company, during the 12 months preceding the
Statutory Holiday,
in any of the company's shore
operations.
(b) Have been employed and worked every regular work day upon
which work was available during the calendar week in which
the Statutory Holiday falls, with the exception that in the
case of Christmas Day the qualifying week as stipulated
shall be the regular work days upon which work was
available during the seven days preceding Christmas Day.
(c) Report for work, upon being called to do so, the first day
work is available during the 3 regular work days following
the Statutory Holiday.
In event work is not available in
the 3 day period, the employee shall qualify under this
section.
·
(d) Hourly-rated employees who
Christmas Day and/or Boxing
shall receive pay for such
minimum of 225 days during
operation.

would not qualify for pay for
Day under the above conditions
day(s) if they have worked a
the calendar year in any shore
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(4) (a) It is agreed no employee shall lose Statutory Holiday Pay
as a result of annual vacation occurring during the
qualifying week in such fashion that the qualifying
requirements are not fulfilled because of such vacation
period.
(b) It is further agreed that no employee would be disqualified
for Statutory Holiday pay if sickness or accident only
prevented him from qualifying and he meets the other
conditions necessary and if he would have normally received
such holiday.
Such sickness or accident must originate
within the thirty (30) calendar days preceding the holiday.
It is understood that, if required, a doctor's certificate
·must be produced.
(5) Monthly-rated Classifications:

Christmas Day

Any monthly-rated employee who has been employed for any time
in December and works until the .last day that work is available
in December shall receive pay for Christmas Day.
(6) Monthly-rated Classification:

Boxing Day

Any monthly-rated employee who is employed within seven
days preceding Boxing Day, shall be paid for such holiday.

( 7)

(7) If a listed Statutory Holiday falls on a Saturday or Sunday and
no other days are proclaimed in lieu thereof, hourly rated
employees will be paid for same, if they otherwise qualify.
For monthly rated men, management has the option of giving them
Friday or Monday off in lieu.
"Unloaders" with a monthly guarantee shall have the
B. Unloaders:
same general condition with respect to Statutory Holiday Pay as
monthly paid classifications (see (3) of A and D, Section 2,
herein)
Due, however, to the method used of arriving at "Unloaders"
earnings and complications arising therefrom, the following is
agreed upon as the procedure to followed in calculating Statutory
Holiday Pay for "Unloaders".
( 1) When contract earnings in a month during which a
Holiday falls are less than the monthly guarantee.

Statutory

(a) If no work is done on the Statutory Holiday, no additional
pay shall be given since the Statutory Holiday Pay is
included in the monthly guarantee.
(b) If hourly paid work is done on the Statutory Holiday, time
and one-half pay shall be given for each hour worked up to
eight hours in addition to the monthly guarantee and double
time for hours worked in excess of eight hours.
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(c) If contract work is done on the Statutory Holiday, the
contract earnings or hourly earnings at time and one-half
whichever is the greater shall be paid in addition to the
guarantee.
( 2) When contract earnings in a month during which a Statutory
Holiday falls are greater than the monthly guarantee.
(a) If no work is done on the Statutory Holiday, eight hours
pay shall be paid in addition to the contract earnings.
(b) If hourly paid work is done on the Statutory Holiday,
double time shall be paid for each hour worked in addition
to the contract earnings.
(c) If contract work is done on the Statutory Holiday,
straight time pay for each hour on the job shall be paid in
addition to the contract earnings.
Section 4:

Special Conditions

A. A supply of boric acid, other antiseptics, eye wash and eye cups,
shall be kept readily available by the company for the use of the
employees.
First Aid Ki ts of adequate size shall be kept in a
sanitary and accessible place at all times.
A stretcher shall be
made available at all times.
B. Employees, at the conclusion of each shift, are to be informed of
the forthcoming fish arrivals as information is available to the
plant management and, when possible, employees shall be informed
when to report for the next shift.
C. Any employee who, upon reporting after being called for work, is
forced to stand by for materials or for any other reason for which
they themselves are not responsible, shall be paid for such standby
time.
D. If an employee is informed to report to work and does so, he shall
receive a minimum credit of four (4) hours time at the rate of pay
applicable for that day, unless otherwise specified herein.
This
section shall not apply at out-of-town plants to classifications
listed in Group 4 when called out on Sundays and Statutory Holidays
for short periods to work at other than processing jobs. When this
occurs, a minimum of one (1) hour at the rate applicable shall be
paid.
If more than one ( 1) hour but less than two ( 2) hours is
worked, two (2) hours shall paid for, with the same condition to
apply for any fraction of an hour worked over two ( 2) hours or
three (3) hqurs.
E. Employees when not processing fish are to do such work as
instructed by the management.
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F. Arrangements for meals, lunches, and mug-ups for night shifts and
for the crew when required to work overtime, shall be arrived at in
consultation between the Shop Steward Committee and the local
management.
G. When employees are called upon to do work requiring special
equipment such as gloves (cotton .or rubber) or aprons (but not
including boots) same shall be supplied without charge by the
Company.
Section 5:

Board:

The Board rate shall be $58.00 per month except at reduction plants
located on the Prince Rupert waterfront where the rate shall be
$75.00 per month.
Section 6:

Accident Pay:

Any case of compensable accident or fish poisoning occurring on the
job, and for which compensation is not paid, but which results in the
employee being unable to complete his shift, the employee shall
receive pay for the balance of that shift.
This Supplement is signed in conjunction with the Master Agreement
is recognized as being part of the same. All rates and conditions
forth in this Supplement are effective as from and including April
1964 except where another date is specifically stipulated herein;
termination or revision of this Supplement shall be governed by
conditions as stated in the Master Agreement.
SIGNED AT VACOUVER, B.C. THIS

DAY OF AUGUST, 1964.

FISHERIES ASSOCATION OF B.C.

UNITED FISHERMEN & ALLIED WORKERS'
UNION

party of the First Part, on
behalf of the companies listed
and appended hereto:

party of the Second Part:

and
set
16,
and
the

Homer Stevens, Secretary-Treasurer
J.H. Nichol, Business Agent.
Representing:
Anglo-B.C. Packing co. Ltd.
Canadian Fishing Co. Ltd.
Francis Millerd & Co. Ltd.
Queen Charlotte Fisheries Ltd.

B.C. Packers Ltd.
Cassiar Packing Company
Nelson Bros. Fisheries Ltd.
J.H. Todd & Sons Ltd.

_,
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REOOCTION AND SALTERY - SUPPLEMENT
Section 1 - Wages - 1979
1.01

The wage scales set out hereunder are the minimum rates for the listed
classifications.
Any prior ccmnitments to individuals for rates in excess of
those shown in this Supplement shall be honoured.
Effective April 16, 1979
Classification

l'bnthly
Rate

Bi-wkly
Rate

Daily
Rate

Hourly T & 1/2
Rate
Rate

Dbl T.
Rate

1823.52
1823.52

838.40
838.40

83.84
83.84

10.48
10.48

20.96
20.96

1647.78

757.60

75.76

9.47

14.201/2 18.94

1612.98

741.60

74.16

9.27

13.901/2 18.54

Assistant Operator
Lift Truck Driver

1522.50
1520.76

700.00
699.20

70.00
69.92

8.75
8.74

13.121/2 17.50
13.11
17.48

1.04

Group 3

1489.44

684.80

68.48

8.56.

12.84

17.12

1.05

Group 4

1.02

Group 1
Shift Boss
Shift Boss & Pressrran(duals)

1.03

15.72
15.72

Group 2
Evaporator Plant
Oil & Acidulation Plant

)
)

Pressman
)
Oilman & Separator Man(dual)
Oilman
)
Separator Man
)
Dryer Fireman & Oiler
)
Dryer Fireman
)
Drum Dryer Man
)
Filter Pressmen
,
)
Centrifugal Basket Man
)
Stickwater Man
)

Weiglunan

Mechanical Loader Driver
Fish Puller

)
)

8.56

12.84

17.12

Sack Sewer
Sack .Sewer

)
)
)
)
)

a.so

12.75

17.00

7.21
8.25

10.811/2 14"42
12.371/2 16.50

Oiler
Relief Man

Mealman

&

Mealroan

casual Labour (First 400 hours
(After 400 hours
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Hoppe man

See Sub-Section 2.06 herein

Sal tery Workers

8.48

12.72

16.96

10.66
10.66

15.99
15.99

21.32
21.32

Effective October 1, 1979
1.06

Group 1
Shift Boss
Shift Boss & Pressnan(duals)

1.07

1854.84 852.80
1854.84 852.80

85.28
85.28

Northern Differential
Employees classified herein who are employeed at and North of Port Hardy, inlcuding
the Queen Charlotte Islands, if living in their own hane and/or who are not living
in a Conpany residence where they would be subsidized by the Canpany for either
board, light, rent or heat shall receive a wage differential over the rates listed
herein on the following basis:
l'bnthly paid classifications

$57.42 per rronth $26.40 bi-weekly ($60.90 per
rronth or $28.00 bi-weekly effective August 13,
1979).

Hourly paid classification

$.33¢ per hour ($.35¢ per hour effective August
13, 1979).

'!be above rate to be incorporated in the basic rate for purposes of overtime calculations.
Effective August 13, 1979:
Where rrore than one member of a family living in a Ccmpany House is employed in the
plant or operation, only one employee (usually the one to whan the house is allocated) shall not receive this differential. All others living in the same Canpany
house shall receive the Northern Differential.
1.08

Night Shift Differential
Employees required to work on afternoon shifts shall receive 18¢ per hour above the
regular rates (both straight time and overtime) for all hours worked. Employees
who work on graveyard (i.e. midnight to 8:00 a.m.) shifts shall receive 18¢ per
hour above the regular rates (both straight and overtime) for all hours so worked.
When a plant is operating on 12-hour shifts the afternoon shift shall not start
later than 8:00 p.m.
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Section 2 - Classifications
2.01

Employees when hired shall be informed of the classification under which they will
\\Ork arrl the appropriate rate for the designated classification shall be paid fran
the date of hiring until lay-off at the plant with the following exceptions:a) If an employee is reclassified and so informed during the period of employment.
b) After cessation of the reduction operation, should the employee be called
upon to \\Ork for the Canpany at other than the classifications listed herein,
the wage rate payable shall be the going rate for such type of employment within
the Canpany. The intent of this section is that the principle shall be applied
whereby employees hired to do pre-season arrl/or post-season \\Ork with respect to
processing equiµoont carmot be classified as Casual Labour and shall be paid the
rates for such work appropriate to the classification of such employees while
the plant is operating.
The rates referred to are those listed herein for
Groups 1, 2 arrl 3. Group 4 classification nay be used as helpers on such work.

2.02

Shift Boss and Pressnan (dual)
'Ihe dual classification "Shift Boss and Pressnan" shall not apply at the listed
plants, except when these plants are not operating to capacity on offal, surrmer
herring, or scrap, at which times use of the dual classification shall be at the
option of nanagement. Imperial, Port Edward and Gulf of Georgia.

2.03

nryer Fireman
'Ihe Ccmpany recognizes that.it is not feasible to require a "Dryer Fireman" to look
after rrore than three dryers without an assistant. Should fully autanatic controls
be installed on dryers the Union agrees that further consideration shall be given
to this question.

2.04

0perators
Wherever possible operators shall be responsible for the oiling of their nachines.

2.05

Assistant 0perator
'Ihe classification "Assistant Operator" shall apply to those employed as assistants
to any of the operator classifications as listed when no "Operators" or "Assistant
Operators" are available, and it is necessary to place an employee operating who
has not had previous experience under the direction of the foreman, such employee
shall receive a rate of $20.00 per rronth less than the applicable "operator" rate
for the first t\\O months at operating. Thereafter, the employee shall be classified as an "Operator" and paid at the "Operator" rate. When an "Assistant Operator" is asked to assume the responsibility of an "Operator" whether urrler the
direction of the foreman or not, the employee shall receive the "operator" rate.
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2. 06

Hopperrnan
Where it has been the practice arrl/or Where it is mechanically feasiable to do so,
"Hopperrnan" arrl "Fish Puller" shall rotate their work arrl the rate paid to each
shall be the "Fish Puller" rate. Should cases arise Where management claims it is
not practicable to rotate the jobs, either because of alleged mechanical problems
or other reasons, such cases shall be discussed with the Plant Shop Steward Conni.ttee arrl if no mutual agreement is reached may be harrlled as a grievance. Where it
is agreed the "Hopperrnan" does not rotate with the "Fish Puller" the "Hopperrnan"
shall be considered as "casual Labour".

2.07

Operator Helpers
Employees listed urrler Group 4 may be required to act as Helper to the various
Operators on a sfOradic basis to deal with the many minor emergencies Which arise
during the regular operation of a plant.
Any Group 4 employee When required to
work steadily with an Operator, or Operators, shall be classified as "Assistant
Operator". This =OOition shall not interfere with the right of the management to
call in any classification to help during an emergency.

2.08

casual Labour
Employees classified as "casual Labour" shall not do work properly caning within
the s=pe of named classifications.
At canbination plants, during the canning
season, "casual Labour" shall be =vered urrler cannery vage =OOitions.

2.09

Relief Man
The Classification "Relief Man" shall =ver any employee hired arrl utilized to
spell off Group 4 classifications.
Should a "Relief Man" work IIDre than three
hours at fish pulling in any shift then such employee shall be paid the "Fish Puller" rate for the Whole of that shift.

2 .10

First Aid Atterrlant
Arrf employee classified in this Agreement Who is also employed in the capacity of
First Aid Atterrlant shall receive $20.00 a month in addition to the regular monthly

wage.
This additional payment shall not be re=gnized in the canputation of the
employee's regular hourly rate.
Section 3 - Termination & Revision
3. 01

This Supplement is signed in =njunction with the Master Agreement arrl is recognized as being part of the same.
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3.02

All rates and conditions set forth in this Supplement are effective as fran and
including April 16, 1979, except Where another date is specifically stipulated
herein, and tennination or revision of this Supplement shall be governed by the
conditions as stated in the Master Agreement.
Signed at Vancouver B.C. this

-----

FISHERIES ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COUJMBIA
as bargaining agent for and on behalf of
each of the Canpanies listed and appended
hereto severally.

Representing:
British Columbia Packers Limited
The canadian Fishing canpany Limited
The cassiar Packing Ccrnpany Limited
F.a.st Pacific Enterprises Limited
Nelson Bros. Fisheries Limited
Norpac Fisheries Limited
J.H. Todd & Sons Limited
J .s. McMillan Fisheries Limited (Cow Bay)

day of August, 1979.
BRITISH COLUMBIA PROVINCIAL COUNCIL
UNITED FISHERMEN & ALLIED WORKER'S UNION
Part of the Second part:
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Appendix 6
Gulf Reduction Equipment, 1941-1948
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Appendices 6, 7 and 8 represent the herring reduction and
canning processing equipment, except for product flow units solid, screwfeed and belt conveyors and liquid pipes and pumps,
for the years 1941-1948, 1951-1959 and 1969-1976.
The key
sources are the Appraisements of the Gulf of Georgia Plant,
Steveston, B.C., by General Appraisal Company.
These are held
by the Canadian Fishing Company, Vancouver, B.C.
These inventories include references to items no longer in the
plant, but are included here to indicate what was present at
different historic periods.
See also Table I (above) .
The
inventory of what was in the plant at the time of its acquisition by Parks Canada has been prepared in a separate document,
"As Is Final Base Index of Gulf of Georgia Reduction Plant".
Copies of this are available at the Historical Research
Division, Parks Canada, W.R.O.
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler Horizontal Return Tube (H.R.T.)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

44979 B.C.

SIZE

72" x 18'-0"

H.P.

174

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works

DATE INSTALLED

1941 October

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Last inspection February 21, 1980
Condition fairly good

SOURCE

Boiler Inspection Reports
1976 Appraisal P. 81
AP48.P.58
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler R.T. with full flush front

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

72" x 18'

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works

DATE INSTALLED
.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Foundation 9 x 24 x 6'

SOURCE

AP48.P.58
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler H.R.T.

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

60" x 16'

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Foundation 18 x 6 x 6'
Concrete Foundation

SOURCE

AP48.P.55
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MACHING AND TYPE

Conveyor from Cannery to Reduction
Plant (outside)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

60' single line refuse conveyor

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1942

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Refuse Conveyor

SOURCE

AP48.P.154

Item #1
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish Bins External Front Dock

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

Set of Fish Bins

10 x 22 x 10 High

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Two sections sloping bottom with gates

SOURCE

AP48.P.156

Item #2
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Conveyor, at Bottom of Bins

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

18' - 12" Spiral Ribbon

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Feed from Bins #2

SOURCE

AP48.P.157

Item #2A
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Hogger. in cast steel

cas~

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

26'' Diameter Drum
18 x 24" Hopper

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Mitts and Marrill

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

To mush up green herring

SOURCE

AP48.P.160

Item #2D
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Cooker and press with 2-5 ton press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

10 ton 42' stream jet screw feed

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

· .DATE INSTALLED

CA.P.CO

Pre 1942

'AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.164
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

5 ton

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO

.DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.167

- ---j
----------1
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Cooker and Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

Cooker 42'

H.P.

10 ton stream jet screw feed press
5 ton screw feed press

MANUFACTURER

'DATE INSTALLED

CA.P.CO

Pre 1942

,AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.164

Item #4
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Press screw feed

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

5 ton

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO

. DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.167
•

Item #5
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Hasher California Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

5 ton

'MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.170

Item #7
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer Revolving Direct Heat

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

45" x 6' DIA

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Oil fired, set on I beam frame

SOURCE

AP48.P.174

Item #10
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder

SERIAL NO.

No. Al66 Williams

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Steel cased

SOURCE

AP48.P.181

Item #12B
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Shaker screen

SERIAL NO.

Type NRA 128

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

24" x 8'

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.186

Item #12E
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Recovery Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

6'

11' overall length

H.P.

·MANUFACTURER

Foots recovery press

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1948

.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.187

Item #12F
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Surge Tank

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

5'6 x 9'6

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Welded Steel

SOURCE

AP48.P.191

Item #12!
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifuge

SERIAL NO.

2458085

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

De Laval

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.189

Item #12H
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Surge Tank

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

5'6 x 9'6

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Welded Steel

SOURCE

AP48.P.191

Item #12I
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Pump from retorts to reduction plant
[for oil/liquids from 1st cooking]

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Paramount

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1944

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.192

Item #12J
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Marine Leg [u·n1oader]

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

17 x 8 x 6" malleable buckets
metal frame leg 26' long

SOURCE

AP41.P.62
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Weigher

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

#250

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Anderson

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

With ratchet trip and counter and hopper

SOURCE

AP41.P.66
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Sewing Machine

[for meal sacks]

SERIAL NO.

Style 80600E (363314)

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Union [?]

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1948

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.194C

Item #18

---------
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Settling Tanks

Set of 5

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

3

7 x 6' dia(welded steel concrete
bottom steam coils)

1

6 x 5'4 dia(riveted steel and steam

H.P.

coils)
1

5 x 6' dia with top and manhole
no steam coils evident

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1942

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP48.P.193

Item #13
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer Indirect Heat (Peeblers)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Peebles Dryer Supplied by c.n. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

194'3

REMARKS

L Shaped Brick Fire Box, Steel Revolving
Section Complete with Blower

SOURCE

AP.59, P.97; CFC Blueprint

~ay

7, 1948

91

MACHINE AND TYPE

Pump under Settling Tanks to Refinery

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP.51,

P.115

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

92

MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder (Pellet Meal)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

10 Ton, 3~~s

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

Pre 1951

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP.59,

P.102

R.P.M.

93
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Press unit cooker

SERIAL NO.

No Bl2640

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

24" x 38'screw feed

H.P.

10 ton

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO.

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

APSl.P.76

95

MACHINE AND TYPE

Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

34" x 20'screw feed

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO.

.DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

APSl.P.73

96

MACHINE AND TYPE

Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

34' x 20"screw feed

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO.

"DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

,AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

APSl.P.73

97

MACHINE AND TYPE

Footes Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Not installed November 1959

SOURCE

AP59.P.107

98

MACHINE AND TYPE

Press Unit

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

5 ton

MANUFACTURER

CA.P.CO

'DATE INSTALLED
.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Duplicate to item on p.71 of AP 51

SOURCE

AP51.P.78

99

MACHINE AND TYPE

Decanters (2)

SERIAL NO.

No PM323A-58
Super Decanters No. 48-Pl4-1966

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sharples

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Mounted on steel frame

SOURCE

AP51.P.112

100

MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder (at fish bins)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

36" Dia x 24" wide dogfish chipper

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

:DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.63A

101

MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish bins internal

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

A set of fish bins 10x22xlO'high
Two section, sloping bottom, with gates

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP51.P.59

102

MACHINE AND TYPE

Scale Toledo Dial

SERIAL NO.

Tl7614

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

1600 LBS

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

APSl.P.42

- ----------

103

MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish bins external

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

APSl.P.40

.

-

-·

104

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer revolving, direct heat

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

45x6' Dia

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
.AT THE GULF

CA.P.CO

Pre 1944

AP48.P.174

REMARKS

Set on heavy I - beam frame

SOURCE

AP51.P.85

105

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer revolving, direct heat

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

45x6' Dia

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

'DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1960

[1958/1959]

..AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Duplicate of dryer on AP51.P.85
except set on fabricated steel
foundation.

SOURCE

AP59.P.87

106

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer indirect heat (peebles)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Peebles dryer supplies by C.P.CO.

DATE INSTALLED

1948

.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

L shaped brick fire box, steel
revolving section complete with
blower.

SOURCE

AP59.P.97, CFC Blueprint May 7, 1948

107

MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder (meal) vertical

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

18x32" Dia body

H.P.

40 HP

MANUFACTURER

Enterprise Foundry Co., San Francisco

1730 R.P.M.

'DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Set on 3" angle iron frame

SOURCE

AP59.P.94

108

MACHINE AND TYPE

Packer (for meal bages)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Beemis Bros Bag co., Minneapolis

DATE INSTALLED
iAT THE GULF

REMARKS

Gross weigher with beemis taper
grip bag holder

SOURCE

AP59.P.103A

109

MACHINE AND TYPE

Sewing machine (meal sacks)

SERIAL NO.

833093357A

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Beemis Bros Bag Co., Minneapolis

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1960

:'AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Not owned (rented?)

SOURCE

AP59.P.103B

llO

MACHINE AND TYPE

Conveyor & push-off gate

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

'MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
;AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.103B

111

MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish meal bag hopper

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

:DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1960

.'AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.103A

112

MACHINE AND TYPE

Sack conveyor

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
.·AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.104

113

MACHINE AND TYPE

Vibrator separator

SERIAL NO.

Model B 6685AID

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

46"

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sveco f;ic-S weco]

.'DATE INSTALLED
:AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Not installed at time of November 1959
appraisal

SOURCE

114

MACHINE AND TYPE

Settling tanks(S)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

3 - 7x6' Dia welded steel, steam coils
1 - 6'x5'4'' Dia rivetted
1 - 5x6' Dia welded

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

.DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.113

115

MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifuge

SERIAL NO.

48 - H2 -956, Model DM 208C-98A

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

6000 R.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED

Pre 1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP51.P.117

116

MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifuge

SERIAL NO.

2783662, type SVSX-210-75B-60

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

'.MANUFACTURER

De Laval

DATE INSTALLED
iAT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.119

117

MACHINE AND TYPE

SERIAL NO.

Centrifuge

slime separator

2458076

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

De Laval by Ahtiebolaget separator
Stockholm Sweden

.DATE INSTALLED
.AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Set on wood beams

SOURCE

AP59.P.119

118

MACHINE AND TYPE

Heat exchanger

SERIAL NO.

71585, type Pl21-1F

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

De Laval

.·DATE INSTALLED
;AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Stainless steel fittings
heavy cast iron frame

SOURCE

AP59.P.119D

119

MACHINE AND TYPE

Evaporator

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P •

.MANUFACTURER

.DATE INSTALLED

1956

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Limvann 2 stage having 1 upper drum,
high pressure stage and 1 upper drum,
low pressure stage condenser supported
by 4 - 6x6"-50' wooden posts

SOURCE

AP59.P.119K, boiler inspection 13P
1023 B.C.

November 14, 1956

120

MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish unloading pump system

SERIAL NO.

35053

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

8" centrifugal Yec;:>,man pump

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

:DATE INSTALLED

1951

AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP59.P.128, Western Fisheries, Vol 43,
No. 3
p.44

Dec. 1951 pp32-34,35, Jan. 1952

121

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dewaterer

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Revolving wire mesh dewaterer
dewaters herring from yeoman pump

SOURCE

AP54.P.128A

122

MACHINE AND TYPE

Pump under settling tanks to refinery

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP51.P.115

123

MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder (pellet meal)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P.

10 ton, 3G45 R.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Pre 1951

SOURCE

AP59.P.102

124
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler Horizontal Return Tube (H.R.T.)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

44979 B.C.

SIZE

72" x 18'-0"

H.P.

174

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works

AGE

1941

DATE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

1941 October

REMARKS

Last inspection Feb. 21, 1980
Condition fairly good

SOURCE

Boiler Inspection Reports
1976 Appraisal P. 81
AP48.P.58

126

MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler Horizontal Return Tube (H.R.T.)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

44285 B.C.

SIZE

60" x 16'-0"

H.P.

105

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works

AGE

1929

DATE INSTAll.ED
AT THE GULF

1929 May

REMARKS

Last Inspection Feb. 21, 1980
. Fairly good.

SOURCE

Boiler Inspection Reports
1976 Appraisal P. 80
AP48.P.55

127

MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler, S.D.B.

SERIAL NO.

394.4.56

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

48114 B.C.

SIZE

8 x 20'

H.P.

234 H.P., 155 P.S.I.

MANUFACTURER

Patterson Bir Wks

AGE

1956

Note:

For Evaporator Only

DATE INSTAil.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Iron fireman oil burner unit, type RF A.H.
Model 125, 20" x 40' welded steel stack.
Package unit set on 6" channel iron frame and 12"
channel section full length skids.

SOURCE

AP69.P.!31

128

MACHINE AND TYPE

Boiler, Scotch Dry Back (S.D.B.)

SERIAL NO.

0-2231!2

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

51311 B.C.

SIZE

96" x 17'-0"

H.P./CAPACITY

300

MANUFACTURER

Cleaver Brooks Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin

AGE

1959

DATE INSTAILED
AT THE GULF

1961!

REMARKS

Built for and originally used in Capilano Timber Co.
Ltd., 2230 Brunette St., New Westminster B.C. for
Shingle Mfg. 1959-1964.
1980.

Condition good.

Canada.

Last inspection Feb. 21,
Not included sale to Pa_rks

Gas inspection,

firing rate shall not

exceed 22000 M BTU/HR Feb. 22/78.
SOURCE

Boiler Inspection Reports

.

.

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish Cooker Steam Jet

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

20" x 48'

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAl.LED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

2V Belt S.F.
Does this cooker relate to press /13?
Note:

SOURCE

/13A.

This cooker feeds presses 3 and 3A.

AP76.P.9

130

MACHINE AND TYPE

Press Continuous Screw /13A

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

15 H.P./5 Ton

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAll.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

S.F., 8 '-9" Spiral conveyor
Duplication of press /13

SOURCE

AP76.P.7
APG&.P.70

------·~·~~.~·

.-
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Press Continuous Screw 113 (Center)

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

34' x 20"

H.P./CAPACITY

5 Ton

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

JV Belt drive S.F. Gear and chain drive

SOURCE

AP76.P.6
AP69.P.66

132

MACHINE AND TYPE

Combination Steam Cooker and Press Ill

SERIAL NO.

B 12640

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

20" x 42', (24" x 38')

H.P./CAPACITY

12 Ton (10 Ton in AP 69 P. 69)

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DA TE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

S.F.
Press 3V Belt, 15 H.P.
Cooker 3 H.P.
(Most easterly cooker and press)

SOURCE

AP76.P.ll
AP69.P.69

•

t.·.•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Combination Steam Cooker and 5 Ton Press 112

SERIAL NO.

B-121+55

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

20" x %' (or 31+', see AP69.P.67)

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DA TE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

S.F. and Steam Jet
Next to Press 111 , Ser. II B 1261+0

SOURCE

AP76.P.10
AP69.P.67

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Fish Cooker, Steam Jet 114 (Most westerly cooker)

SERIAL NO.

PJ090

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

112' Long

H.P./CAPACITY

10 Ton

MANUFACTURER

California Press Co. (Ca. P. Co.)

AGE

DA TE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Screw Feed (S.F .)
Brought from Nootka

SOURCE

1976 Appraisal P.4 (AP.P.4)
AP69.P.63

135

MACHINE AND TYPE

Press Continuous Screw /lq (Most westerly press)

SERIAL NO.

B-3363

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

10 H.P./ 10 Ton (Note:

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DA TE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

5V belt drive S.F.

Brought from Nootka

SOURCE

AP76.P.5
AP69.P.65

15 Ton in AP69.P.65)

136

MACHINE AND TYPE

Pump, Rotary

SERIAL NO.

1300783

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

lf II

H.P./CAPACITY

Mod Eq - 200 U.S. G. PM. Capacity

MANUFACTURER

Viking

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Press liquor to tanks

SOURCE

AP.P.39

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer, Rotary Direct Heat Ill

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

72" x 54'

H.P./CAPACITY

7.5 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Unit c/w 60" x l&' long, heat chamber - rivetted
steel and brick lined gear drive.

S.F. all set on

heavy I-beam frame.
Note:

Made into firebox and section of present

"tee" after burner when plant converted to gas 1977.
SOURCE

AP76.P.22
AP69.P.77

.

.

.

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

"Tee" Shaped Incinerator-Dryer Gas After Burner

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

75" x 211' long x 10' high

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Special Bui! t

AGE

DATE INST All.ED
AT THE GULF

1977. Note: Dryer Ill (AP76.22, AP69.P.77)
Built into this after burner

REMARKS

Fire brick chamber
10' x 10' duroid roof cover
Installed in new system
Manual fired - steam atomizing
Western oil burner

SOURCE

AP.P.97

139

MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifugal Fan, Dryer Exhaust, Gas to After
Burner

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

36"

H.P./CAPACITY

15 H.P., 1130 A.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

Buffalo Forge Co.

AGE

DATE INST All.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

20" inlet 20" x 20" outlet
5 V belt drive

SOURCE

AP.P.98

.. 140

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dewatering Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

5 Tons

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAl.LED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

12'-9" screw conveyor
Not in AP76

SOURCE

AP69.P.71/.

-

.

.

..

141

MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifugal Fan, Dryer Exhaust, Gas to Burner

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

50 H.P., 1800 R.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

Special Built

AGE

DATE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Installed in new system

5 V belt drive

SOURCE

AP.P.95

.

.

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Vertical Incinerator, Dryer Exhaust, Gas· After
Burner

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

9' x 31' High

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Peabody

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

1976

REMARKS

Removed

incinerator.

1978

and

replaced

"tee"

shaped

Reason - Peabody caused production

problems, leaked oil also did not atomize correctly
and did not meet pollution specs.
Note:

SOURCE

AP.P.91f

Stored (1982) outside building.

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Centrifugal Fan, Primary Air to Burner

SERIAL NO.

344

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

30"

H.P./CAPACITY

25 H.P., 1200 R.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

Anderson

AGE

DATE INSTALI.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

3 Y Belt Drive

SOURCE

AP.P.96

144

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer Rotary Direct Heat 112

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Duplication of dryer on AP76.P.22 except this dryer
is set on fabricated steel foundation, 55' long.
Note:

SOURCE

Not in AP76.22

145

MACHINE AND TYPE

Exhaust Fan For Dryer 112

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

25 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Special Built

AGE

DATE INSTALI.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP.P.28

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer Rotary Direct Heat 113

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

72" x 55'

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Not in AP76
2 sets of trunnions and bull ring fabricated steel
stand with 72" x 20' welded steel refactory lined fire
box.

Leahy oil burner unit discharge compartment

to blower with meal discharge conveyor.

SOURCE

AP69.P.&9

.

•

..
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Exhaust Fan, Dryer /13

SERIAL NO.

60-611/2-1

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

til"

H.P./CAPACITY

25 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sturtevant

AGE

DATE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

For dryer 113
3V belt drive

SOURCE

AP.P.30

148

MACHINE AND TYPE

Dryer,

Rotary,

Direct Heat Ill./,

North

(Most

Northerly Dryer)
SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

72" to 81./" x 55' Revolving Direct Heat Dryer

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Vancouver Iron Works S.B

AGE

DATE INSTALI.ED
AT THE GULF

1961./

REMARKS

Welded steel frame

SOURCE

AP69.P.89A

.

.

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Exhaust Fan, Dryer /14

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

46"

H.P./CAPACITY

40 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sturtevant

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP.P.29

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Meal Fluffer

SERIAL NO.

B-12408

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

15 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Ca. P. Co.

AGE

DA TE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Direct connected to 15 H.P., 1745 R.P.M., 440 volt,
3 phase, 60 cycle motor.

SOURCE

AP76.P.15
AP69.P.73

151

MACHINE AND TYPE

Grinder (Meal) Vertical

SERIAL NO.

t;t; I OltO

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

N/A

SIZE

12" x 32' High

H.P./CAPACITY

t;O H.P., 1730 R.P.M.

MANUFACTURER

Entraprise Foundry Co., Enterprise
Engine and Foundry Co., San Francisco

AGE

DATE INSTAILED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Cast iron body, t;t;O volt motor

SOURCE

AP.P.33
Western Fisheries Vancouver, Vol. 28, No. t;, July,
19/tlt

152

MACHINE AND TYPE

Exhaust Fan

SERIAL NO.

P22082

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

16"

H.P./CAPACJTY

15 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sturtevant

AGE

DATE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Grinder (Meal) dust collecting system

SOURCE

AP.P.34

153

MACHINE AND TYPE

Screen Separator, Vibrating

SERIAL NO.

1118600, Model S48 S88

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

48"

H.P./CAPACITY

1 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sweco

AGE

DA TE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

1961

REMARKS

For press liquor

Note:

Replaced model B No. 6685AID 46" obsolete

model, see AP69.P.100 as not on AP69.

SOURCE

AP.P.41

154

MACHINE AND TYPE

Screen Separator Vibrating

SERIAL NO.

9197

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

ti8"

H.P./CAPACITY

1 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Kason

AGE

DATE INSTAil.ED
AT THE GULF

October 1961

REMARKS

For press liquor?
Not on AP69

SOURCE

AP76.P.ti2
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Decanter, Press Liquor

SERIAL NO.

Model:

PM323A-5B

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.PJCAPACITY

10 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sharles

AGE

DA TE INSTALI.ED
AT THE GULF

1948

REMARKS

On hand in breaking tank room but not in use 1976.
Also a second unit not installed (located below
breaking tanks) type BM-PN 14, Serial No. 65p 1000-830, Maximum bowl speed 3250

SOURCE

AP76.P.43

•

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Settling Tanks, Vertical

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

7' x 7' x 7'1!"-9' High

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Special Built

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

19611

REMARKS

For press liquor
Welded steel, 2" x 5' steam coil in bottom
Note:

SOURCE

AP.P.115

total of 8 tanks

•
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Separator, Centrifugal

SERIAL NO.

2783662

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

20 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

De Laval

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

1961

REMARKS

For press liquor
Note in AP69

SOURCE

AP.P.47
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Separator, Centrifugal

SERIAL NO.

2856248

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

20 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

De Laval

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

1961

REMARKS

For press liquor
Not in AP69

SOURCE

AP.P.47
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Se para tor, Centrifugal

SERIAL NO.

2259643

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

N/A

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

20 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Sharples Corporation of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

AGE

DATE INSTAll.ED
AT THE GULF

1948

REMARKS

For press liquor

SOURCE

AP.P.48
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Heat Exchanger, 37 Plate, Type P!21-IF

SERIAL NO.

71585

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

De Laval

AGE

DATE INSTAILED
AT THE GULF

1956

REMARKS

Oil heater for separators, obsolete unit May I, 1976

SOURCE

AP.P.58
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Evaporator, LP Effect (Solvable Plant),
Limvann 2 Stage

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

13P 1023 - B.C.

SIZE

50.6'' x 13' 10-1/2"

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

A/S Moglestus, Oslo; Limvann A.A., Havgesund
Norway

AGE

1956

DA TE INSTAll.ED
AT THE GULF

1956 November

REMARKS

2 stage evaporator having I upper drum, high
pressure stage, I upper drum , low pressure stage,
6-22" dia. 15' long evaporator drums with steam
coils, 20' dia. pipe thru roof to outside barometric
injection condensor having 6 x 6" water pump •••
Note:

SOURCE

Stages are also called !st and 2nd effect.

Pressure Vellsel Inspectors Reports
1976 Appraisal P.68 (AP76.P.68)
AP69.P.l 17

.

.
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Barometric Condenser

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

36' High

H.P./CAPACJTY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DA TE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

1956 With Limvann 2 Stage Evaporator

REMARKS

6 11 water inlet
8 11 water outlet
2" vacuum

SOURCE

AP76.P.69
AP69.P.117

•
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MACHINE AIND TYPE

Exhaust Fan, Recovery Press

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

20"

H.P./CAPACITY

5 H.P.

MANUFACTURER

Buffalo Forge Co.

AGE

DATE INSTAil.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Flat belt drive
Cast iron

SOURCE

AP.P.77
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Horizontal U-Tube Heater

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

12" x 6' T to T

H.PJCAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTAUED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

4" inlet and outlet, insulation 1-1/2"
Note:

Related to boilers as heats fuel oil could also

be related to dryers.

SOURCE

AP.P.88
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Front End Loader, Payloader

SERIAL NO.

Engine Block No. 828470 5012

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

4 Cylinder Gas Drive

H.P./CAPACITY

150011 Capacity

MANUFACTURER

Hough

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

Engine block speed 1800 10 ADED
Clutch:

Allied Parts and Engine Rebuilders Ltd.

18 W. 2nd Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.
Job 9131, Date 19-12-61
Bore 080, Rods C26, Main 020(?)
Used to load fish into reduction plant feed system
SOURCE

AP.P.106
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Fuel Oil Heating and Pumping Unit for Boiler
Consumption

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

Tank Sandford 12 B-504

H.PJCAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

N.E. corner of boiler room
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Refrigeration Unit

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

Canadian Ice Machine Co.

AGE

DATE INSTALLED
AT THE GULF

Pre 1942

REMARKS

2 cylinder vertical York compressor • • •

SOURCE

AP48.P.294
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Surge Tanks

2 in Number

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

6 x 7' High

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTAILED
AT THE GULF

Pre 1942

REMARKS

1/8" plate, glass tube level readers

SOURCE

AP48.P.295
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Tanks, Filtertank, Total of Six

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

7' High, 6' Diameter

H.PJCAPACITY

1200 Gallon Capacity

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

Pre 19111

REMARKS

Constructed of angle iron frame, 1/8" welded plate
with steam coil and drain.
Note:

SOURCE

2 in each cold room of the bid.

APl/8.P.293
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Filter Press

SERIAL NO.

15475

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

Size 30

H.PJCAPACITY

100 lb. Filter Pressure

MANUFACTURER

T. Shriver & Co., Harrison, NJ.

AGE

DATE INSTAU.ED
AT THE GULF

Pre 1941

REMARKS

35-30" plates with 3 x 10' x 18" welded steel tank,
steam coils and drain.

SOURCE

AP48.P.287
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Filter Press

SERIAL NO.

15476

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

Size 30

H.P./CAPACITY

100 lb. Filter Pressure

MANUFACTURER

T. Shriver & Co., Harrison, N.J.

AGE

DA TE INSTAll.ED
AT THE GULF

Pre 1941

REMARKS

35-30" plates with 3 x 10' x 18" welded steel tank,

steam coils and drain.

SOURCE

APt+8.P.286
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Filter Press, 2 in Number Identical

SERIAL NO.

15476
15475

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

3 x 10' x 18" Welded Steel Tank

35-30", Size 30
H.P./CAPACITY

10011 Filter Pressure

MANUFACTURER

T. Shriver· & Co., Harrison, N.J.

AGE

DATE INSTAll.ED
·AT THE GULF

Pre 1942

REMARKS

Tank, steam coils and drain

SOURCE

AP48.P.286 ,P.287
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MACHINE AND TYPE

Box Elevator Chain Elevator-Conveyor

SERIAL NO.

INSPECTION NO. STEAM

SIZE

20' Long, 2-1 x 8" Bottom Boards, 2 x 10" Sides

H.P./CAPACITY

MANUFACTURER

AGE

DATE INSTALI.ED
AT THE GULF

REMARKS

SOURCE

AP1928.P.61/
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For this reason offal is
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Table I
Major Components of Reduction Machinery
Excluding Pump, Tank and Feed Systems
(Conveyors, Pipes)
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MAJOR COMPONENTS OF REDUCTION MACHINERY
EXCLUDING PUMP, TANK AND FEED SYSTEMS (CONVEYORS, PIPES)
Oct. 1941 - Jan. 1948

1969 - 1976

Feb. 1951 - Nov. 1959

Bo i l er 44 28 5 B. C. ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''';';';';';';';';';';''';';'''· ';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';';''''''';''''''''''''''''''''''''''';';''';';';';';';''''''''''''''''';'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''';''''''';';';'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''';';
Bo i l e r 44 9 79 B• C• ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Boiler Patterson
Bo i 1e r 51 31 l B. C. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;:;:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Hog

Hog Mitts and Merrill 26" Dia.

Grinder 36" Dia. Dogfish Chipper
Cooker and Press Bl 2640

Cooker and Press
Cooker & 2 Presses

l 0 Ton ::::::::::

:;:::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:

5 Ton Press :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5 Ton Presses ::: ::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::
Cooker Pl090

10 Ton

from Nootka

Press B-3363 from Nootka
Dryer I Beam Frame [Afterburner] :::::::: :::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::;:
Dryer Fa bri ca ted Steel Fou nda ti on :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Dryer Indirect Heat (Peebles)

Dryer Bullring Fabricated
Steel Stand
Dryer Welded Steel Frame ,

Meal Fluffer Bl2408
Gr i nde r ( Mea 1) Ent e rp r i s e Foundry :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::

Grinder Williams

Grinder (Pellet)
Vibrator Separator B-6685A 10
Screen Separator 1118600 Sweco
Screen Separator 9197 Kason
Dec an te r PM 3 2 3A- SB Sharp l es .:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Sep a ra tor 2 78 366 2 De La va l ::;:;:;::::::::::::::::::: ;:;:::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::
Separator 2458085

De Laval

Separator 2856248 De Laval

Separator 2783662 De Laval

Separator 2259642 Sharples

Separator 48 - H2 - 956 Sharples

Hea t Ex c hanger 71 585 De La va l :::::::::::::::::; :::::;:;:::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::;:::;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;::::::::

Eva:o;:n~o;nsle3:(1 0 213HiBg.hc) ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::
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Yoema n Pump ( Un l oa d i ng ) 8 " ;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::
Dewaterer

;::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;::::::

:;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::

Marine Leg (Unloading)
Weigher 250 Lbs. Anderson
Toledo Dial Scale 717614
F i sh Bi n s I n te rna 1 ::::::;:;:;:;:::;:::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fish Bins External::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
Packer Bremis
Sewing Machine Union 363314

Sewing Machine 833093357A

Sewing and Weighing Machine

Settling Tanks 5:
3- 7 'x 6 ' Di a . We 1 ded :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::;:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::::::::;::
1-6' x 5' Di a. Ri vetted ::;:;::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1-5 'x 6 ' Di a . Welded :::::;::::::::::::::::::::: .:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::

Settling Tanks 8:
7' x 7' x 7'4'' - 9' High
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Table II
Herring Reduction Process at
Gulf of Georgia, 1979_
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i
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I
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I bagging!
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distribution
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Herring Reduction Process at Gulf of Georgia, 1979
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Figure 1

Hogger unit with raw feed elevators to cookers, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 2

Hogger and raw feed elevator to cookers, worm type,
1981.
(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 3

Cookers, 1981

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 4

Presser (end view) Note base of cooker at top right hand corner, 1981.
(Photo by D. Stacey)
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I
Figure 5

Presser (side view), 1981

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 6

Pump that takes press liquor to overhead storage
tanks which feed separators and evaporators, 1981.

D. S
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Figure 7

Dryers, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 8

Dryers.
Screw conveyor between dryers is where
soluables from the evaporator are sprayed back into
the dryer system, 1981.
(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 9

Dryers with dust hoppers in rear, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 10

Hoppers to catch meal dust from the dryers. Conveyor below hoppers leads
to the meal grinder, 1981.
(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 11

Separators, centrifugal type, looking north, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 12

Separators, centrifugal type, looking south, 1981.
(yhoto by D. Stacey)
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Figure 13

Evaporators end view, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 14

Evaporator, side view, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 15

Grinder, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 16

Fish oil storage tanks.
(Photo by D. Stacey)

Note evaporator tower, top right, 1981.
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Figure 17

Sacking machine, 1981.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 19

Truck unloading door to feed roe herring carcass operation, 1978.

(Photo by D. Stacey)
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Figure 20

Washing down drier room while plant in operation, 1978.
(Photo by D. Stace_L)
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Figure 21

Reduction Plant's Receiving Floor, South-West Corner, 1978.
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Figure 23
External Deodorizer,
Peabody Incinerator on the right
and Plant Afterburner on the left, 1978.
(Photograph by D. Stacey)
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Figure 24
Separator Room, 1978.
(Photograph by D. Stacey)
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Figure 25
Scrubbing tower unit on roof of
drier room extension, 1978.
Note afterburners on far right.
(Photograph by D. Stacey)
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Figure 26

Filter Press, Feeding Oil Plant, c. 1941.
Company)

Canadian Fish
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Figure 27

Oil Tank Farm, Fish Oil, Gulf of Georgia, c. 1941.
(Photo by Canadian Fishing Company)
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Figure 28

Filter Press, Feeding Oil Plant, Gulf of Georgia, c. 1941.
Canadian Fishing Company)

(Photo by
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Figure 29

Two Surge Tanks, Feeding Oil Plant, Gulf of Georgia, c. 1941.
Canadian Fishing Company)

(Photo by
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Figure 30
Boiler Room, Gulf of Georgia,
Vancouver Iron Works H.R.T. Boiler,
installed 1929,
Stearn Inspection No. 44285.
(Photo by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 31
Boiler Room, Gulf of Georgia,
Vancouver Iron Works H.R.T. Boiler,
installed 1941,
Steam Inspection No. 44979.
(Photo by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 32
Boiler Room, Gulf of Georgia,
East side of 1929 boiler.
(Photo by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 33
Jet stream cookers and screw system,
with continuous screw presses
in lower background.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 34
Combination jet stream cooker above
and continuous screw press below.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 35
Fire box end of
No. 1 dryer.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 36
Feeding Oil Plant Blending and
Drumming Area.
Surge tanks in background and
oil man's office on the left.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 37
Feeding Oil Plant door
to No. 2 Filter Tank Room.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 38
Soluable Plants Two Stage Evaporator
installed 1956.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 39
Centrifugal separators with heat
exchange on right.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 40
Settling or Breaking Tanks.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 41
Direct Meal Dryers (rotary)
with dust hoppers and the
meal sacking and grinding room
in the background.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 42
Direct Meal Dryers (rotary) with
after burner gas ducts to firebox
in background. Note screw
feed, meal, conveyor system.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 43
North side of sacking and
grinding room.
Sewing, weighing
and sacking machine on right.
Dust (meal) hoppers above and exhaust fans
of dryers in the background.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 44
Barometric condenser tower for the
evaporator on the left of the
two remaining external fish oil
storage tanks.
(Photograph by Jack Rogers)
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Figure 45
The dryer room, Gulf of Georgia
cannery, with cooker and press
left rear.
February 1949
(Canadian Fish Company)
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Figure 46
South side of north dryer
February 1949
(Canadian Fish Company)
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Figure 47
Meal sacking operation. Filling
and weighing on the right, sewing
machine on the left. From left
G. Chasteney, D. Main, and W.R.
Shepherd. February 1949.
(Canadian Fish Company)
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